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r:. TRODUC ...... o;J
T!.e value of any me ntal c onc e pt is determined by its
usefulness in aiding tho ·isht pro ce szes re gard i ng certain el ements of our environment .

As t he environment changes , so

too must the mental conceptualization of it .

I n this way t he

recent development of t he electronic computer and the increasing demands wi.1i ch are placed upon the managerial capacity of
farmers seem to warrant a revi s ion of

t~e

traditional concepts

of t he farm management process .
There is anothe r, i nd irec t , value to deriving a concept
fro m so;:ne basic principl es i n t h i s

v~ay ,

however .

This is du e

to t h e way i n wh i cn such a p roce dure provides a new approach
to t h e problem a t hand a nd suggest s many new and interesting
insi gh ts i nto it .

Some sue}

we discu ss in t h e earlier

in s i gh t ~

c ~ ap ter s

provided by t h e concepta

io r m t he su bject matter of

later ch apters .
Tne f ormal discussi on i s

i n i ~iated

in Chapter 2 by consid-

erin g t he implic ations o f econom i c 1le vel opment and resulting
innovations fo r t e farmer; in par -cicular, t he gro wi ng deman d
oy farmers f or assistanc e in their organization duties is noted .

In Chapter 3 we consi de r some prev ious classifications o f
t h e f arm management proc ess .

Impl icat ions f rom control t h eory

and computer simulations o:· the Lu:.an problem solving process
are t h en u tilized to ge t : "'r ·.. i ti.

~o

.or e i n tuitive i de a s to

revise the classical nor n:ive as.

~io n s

oe havioral concept o f t l':e

::-ie nt proce s s .

~~.-

r-n :r:o.

and f ormu late a more
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The importance of problem solving activity in the farm
management process then leads us to consider this in more de tail 1n Chapter 4 where use is made o! analog1e a be tween

t he

workings of the human mind and the modern di gital computer .
The processes of recognizing, de f ining and solving problems are
considered a u seful classification of the problem solving proc ess and, finall y , some consideration is given to the effects
upon these processes of problems which defy a clear-cut definition.
In Chapter 5 we consider the elements which seem to be
common to all problem situations and we combine t he work of psycholo gists, on the one hand, and economists, on the other hand ,
to develop a generalized model of a dynamic pro blem

situatio~.

A distinction is made between t he ways in which farmers and
economists seem to conceptualize pro blems and attempt to solve
t he overall economic problem f acing t he f armer.
A brief consideration of t he complicated eff ects of imperf ect information is given in Chapter 6 to gether with some consideration of t h e converse simplif ying effects of t he assumption of certainty (perfect knowledge) .
We t h en go on to consider more fully the h ierarch ical nat u re of the farmer's interpretation of the problem situation
he faces.

Also, we con sider some reasons for its existence

and ,some advan t a ges to be gained f rom it.
In Chapter 8 we consider some of t he implications of the
farmer's mental construct and how it relates to our concept of
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the problem solving process.
Chapter 9 is give n to considering the general form of the
mathematical programming model and its i nterpretations and solution.

The special case of linear programming is given par-

ticular attention.
The next three chapters cons ider the uses and relevance of
operations researc h procedures in assisting the processes of
reco gnizing, defining and solving problems.

Some detail is

given in Chapter 11 of how t he normal linear programming procedures can be interpreted in t his light.
The concepts developed allow us to conceptualize t h e characteristics of ill-defined problems more clearly in Chap ter 12.
In Ch apter 13 we consider brie fl y the processes underlying
t h e quanti f ication of a model and note t he potential for electronic data processing in t h is field.
We end the main part of the discussion in Chapter 14 by
giving a more detailed description of work wh ich has been done
towards relatine model s in t h e characteristic hierarc hical struct ure utilized by farmers' mental processes.

Cons ideration is

given to reasons why t his appears to be a fertile area f or further study.
The concluding chap ters , 15 and 16, are given to considering the more interesting concepts derived in the discussion and
their implications for a gricultural extension, t hen summarizing
the discussion retrospectively.

4
GENERAL ECONOMIC BACKGROUN D

Wh en considering entrepreneurial activity in general it
has been common f or economi s ts to distinguish be t ween two t ypes
of activity , namely, organi z ation and supervision .
Th e managerial activity referred to as organization is the
selection of t h e firm's goals, formulation of possi ble plans,
selection of a plan to be followed and analysis of t he results,
etc.

In general, we might say t ha t organization is t he act iv-

ity whic h resu lts in choice of a particular plan of action.
Supervision, on t h e oth er hand, is t h e man agerial activity
required a f ter t he plan h as been ch osen and it is desired to put .
it into effect .

Thus, we mi gh t consider formulation of t he dai-

l y work plan and adjustments t o t he overall plan of action ne cessitated by unf oreseeable varia bles such as the weath er or mach inery breakdowns •.
It will be clear that the su pervi s ion a ctivity also calls
f or evalu ations and decisions a nd, h ence, the distinction between t he two is ill -def ined and t h e dividi ng line between t he
t wo may be shifted in eith er direction according to i n dividual
interpretation .

In l a r ge indu strial e nterprises t h e distinction

s eems to be relatively well de f ined whereas in agriculture both
activities a re normall y carried out by the far mer .
Th e relevance of t h e distinction for t he purposes of t h is
t h esis is due to t h e c hanges in t h ese two a re a s of activity
whic h are resulting from the economic development now being ex-
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perienced in some countries.
Under conditions of subsistence agriculture supervision
tends to be by far t h e more i mportant activity.

The production

pattern is fixed by tradition and c hanges only very slowly over
a long period of time by means of tr ial and error and processes
of natura l selection.

Very little change is encountered from

year to year, except perhaps in the weathe r and other natural
ph enomena, and the far mer carries on followi ng :similar plans
from year .to year.

Also most families are self-sufficient

in all their needs and the activities of each family are relatively independent of t h e lives of the other families in t h e
community .
The Effects of Economic Development
The process of economic development, h owever, seems to be
synonymo us with the generation of new knowledge and specializ·ation of duties of individuals within the community.

Econom-

ic development stems from a long chain of cause and effect relation ships which are at best poorly understood.

And in any cas e

t he path followed by t h e economic development will be determined by the cultur al values and reactions to change of the individuals with in t he community.

However, one of the initial steps

is often the change from a su bsistent and self-sufficient economy to one of a market economy .

This allows individuals to spe-

cialize in different directions of entrepreneurial activity and
allows advantage to be taken from the greater productive effi-
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ciency possible.

(This greater productive efficiency is the

force motivating the specialization) .

However, this speciali -

zation, while allowing t h e benefits of gre ater producti ve efficiency , also results in greater interdependence between the members of t he community .

For example, initially the blacksmith

will become dependent upon the far mer f or his food and t h e farmer will become dependent upon the blacksmith for s hoeing his
horses and mending his ploughs.

Characteristically we find that

t h is pro.c edure continues with economic development until , in
such countries as t h e United States of America, a large proportion of farm inputs are purchased from the non-agricultur al sector.

For example, American farmers now buy large quantities of

fertilizer, herbicides , insecticides and machi nery from the nonagricultural sector and many processes such as but t er and cheese
making are no longer carried out on the farms.
tion, together

w~th

This specializa-

t h e increased produc tivity it facilitates,

will also allow t h e generation of new technology which also
causes greater interdepe ndence.

For e xample, far mers come to

rely upon t he supply of f ertilizers and herbicides, etc., which
were not available previously.

Also, the techniques of farming

become more developed and specialized and the members of t he
non-agricultural community expect a hi gher degree of processing
and qual ity in t he products they buy .
Thus t he farmer is no longer a 'Jack of all trades . '
has become a more and more specialized operator.

He
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The Economic Forces Underlying Specialization
It will be useful at this point to consider the economic
forces determining the degree of specialization which occurs .
We can consider the classical form of the production function as shown in Figure 1 where the output Y is related to the
level of input of

x1

in the manner illustrated with t h e level

of input of all other resources being he ld constant.

We might

write t his as:

The curve illustrated indicates an area of first increasing
and t hen decreasing returns to the level of resource use.

We .

can next consider the product transformation curve which can be
interpreted as the use of fixed levels of the resource X in the
production of varying ratios of outputs Y and Z (Figure 2).
Y = f

=

z

If

x1

1

=G

....... ,

(x ·

1

f 2 (y 1

+ Y

Y

funct ion.

1

I y 2,

= constant ,
( Z)

~)

y 3, .••...• , yn)

we can write

.

where G is t he product transformation

If we consider t hat we have some criterion such as

price, profit, etc., for comparing the rates of return fro m the
two directions of production, we can draw t his into the diagram
as shown by the straight lines.
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Output Y

Input X1

Figure 1.

'Clas s ical' production function

Output Y

Product transformation curves
Criterion curves

Output Z

Figure 2.

Product transformation and criterion fun ctions

(}

Applying classic a l ,, :...,r-inal

a:··-l~:::; is

t h e production possi ·,ili t · c trve i ::
' h i ghe s t' level of the c rlt e rion
production possibility c urve i s

·~oL cave

f~~ction

!.,

to t:ie origin , t h e

i s a tta i ned wh ere t he

t o t h e criter ion curve .

tan ~cn T.

Tlrns, a combina tio n of ouLp lts Y ar.d

t hen tells us t h at , i f

is t h e ri o st ' pr of i t a ule .'

We can see t h at , a s s .l."i ing t',e cl a ss ica l inpu t - output rela1

ti on s h ip already illu stro. t c..: , t lie leve l of re s ource availabil 1 t y ma y have an impor tan-r. e ff ec t on t!. e le vel of specialization
which sho uld occur .
is obvio u sly very

Howeve r , assuming only one resource

unreali s~ ic;

s o, we will cons ider t t e inter -

action of several produc t io n po ssi bility curves, one for each
resource .
Figure 3 illustrate s t h e situation and sh ows :1ow, in t h is
case, t h e most profitable mix of ou tputs Y and Z will be Y1 and

z1 •
Now

le~

us assume t h at the produ c-r.ion possibility curve

wh ich is convex to the ori gin corresponds to the limited managerial capacity or managerial ' restrain t' of t ne entrepreneur 8 and
t h at the other -r.wo curves re f er to the quantities of land and
capital whi ch t h e entrepreneur controls .

We can then visualize

t h at as economic development occurs, the quantities of resources
such as land and capital wh ich t he entrepreneur controls, will
increase.

This will result in a gradual 'relief' of t he land

airle could develop t he same result s if we assumed it was
linear or even concave to t h e ori c in if t he criterion function
were even more concave.
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Output Y

,,. Ori terion line

y1

z1

Figure 3.

. Output Z

The interacti on of s everal production possibility
curves
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and capital ' restr a ints' and t he two corresponding production
possi bility curves will ' move
gerial restrai n t will

beco~ e

awa~1 '

f rom the ori gin .

The mana-

the more important one and oecause

of its shape greater specialization will be prof itable .

Two

di ffe rent entrepreneurs with diffe rent ap titudes and experiences
\·rill h ave di ff erent C!lanagerial produ ction po ssi bili t y curves .
Hence , t he first migh t find it more ' pro f itable' to specialize
in production of product Y an d t he second , i n production of
produ c-r, Z.
This result will also be encouraged by t h e fact t riat as
economic development occu r s uew knowled ge is generated , technologies become more soph isticated , and again the manage rial constraint is emphasized .
Economic development may also result in h i gher entrepre neurial income and i n the

~ntrepreneur

wish i ng to devote more of

h is ti me to -leisure activities , again adding emphasis to t h e
manage ri al restraint .
On t h e other hand , however, i t may become possible to educate the entrepreneu r be tter and tLis may have t h e eff ect of re lieving t h e managerial

r es~raint

It s hou ld b e noted that if

to some extent .
t~e

c riterion f unction is not a

straight line as we have assumed (i. e ., if the entrepreneur has
a preference for speciali zation or dive rsification) , this will
affect t he de e ree of speci ol izati on a lso .
Historically , we ma

-:-c.y that .;rlcc ialization h as occurred
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to a ver y great extent and there seems little reason why this
trend should not continue.
The Implications of Economic Development and Speciali zation
We sh ould notice that the change from subsistence agriculture to a developed agriculture with greater specialization has
caused gre ater interdependence between the member s of the community and has resulted in a high rate of technological change.
These two factors to gether result in greater change s in prices,
values and techniques, etc., taking place wh ich mean that t he
organizational part of a farmer's duties are considerably increased and may be expected to increase as economic development
continues.
If the managerial capacity of the farmer is a limiting fac tor on the income he can derive fro m his other resources, we can
impute a value to· it.

Also, we know from classical theory t h at

if the farmer wish es to increase his income above the level to
which h is managerial c apacity limits h im, t h en it will be advantageous for him to increase his managerial capacity until the
marginal cost of t he increase is equal to its imputed 'shadow'
value.

This ma y well mean t hat it will be to his advantage to

h ire the services of someone to assist in h is managerial duties.
These inferences form t h e basic motivation for t h is t hesis
and the distinction which was made earlier between organization
and supervision in entre preneurial activity as well.
Recent results of economic development in the United States
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in particular, have resulted in t he generation of many new
managerial aids.

These have become known as operations

research' ( O.R . ) technique s and t hey rely h eavily upon another developme nt, t h at of t he high speed electronic computer .
These new methods form a very complex and specialized
aberration of managerial activity .

They do have a hi gh

productivity in certain situations but the ir application to
practical problems require s considerable spe cialized training.
However, it would seem t hat if t he forces of economic development do tend to emphasize t he i mportance of the manage rial
restraint as we have suggested above , and if t hese operations
research methods do have a h1gh productivity in aiding t he
managerial process, then it would seem to follow as a natural
i mplication of t h ese result s t hat it will ·be to t he advantage
of many farmers to hire t he service s of an O. R. specialist to
help with t h eir managerial duties.
If t h e value of t hese new methods is not as great a s we
have assumed, however, a farmer mi gh t prefer to employ a
supervisor, commonly called a 'foreman ' or 'right-hand- man .'
This possi bility is by no means new but to carry out his
duties efficiently , the supervi s or needs to be available 'on
t h e spot', full-time to make small, quick decisions.

On many

large farms this alternative b as been followed but to t h e
average family farm t he employment of a f ull-time foreman is
uneconomic.

For this re ason and because it is not new, we

will tend to ignore t his possibility and consider only t he
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possibility of employ ing the organization specialist, and
mainly on a part-time basis.

This would a llow the farmer to

concentrate on the task of supervision and would facilitate
t h e application of any of t h e new organization methods which
prove valuable, via the specialist's knowledge.

Also, it is

worth noting that most of t h e new operations researc h methods
which seem to have immediate potential for application to
agriculture seem to be classifiable as organizational rather
than supervisory aids·.

15

A CONCEPTUALIZATION OF THE MANAGEMENT PROCESS
The objective of this chap ter will be to formulate a concept of the managerial process in a griculture which will be of
use not only as a u seful mental construct . but also later when we
wish to consider certain aspects of t he process in more detail.
As already mentioned, we can consider t h e duties of management as consisting of supervision activitie s and organization
activities.

In order to agree with t he current nomenclature of

t h e literature on the subject, we will consider the term 'mana gement' as rou ghly equivalent to 'coordination. '

Thus, our

definition includes more t han just decision-making as in Simon 's
definition (1, p. 2 ), and it includes more t han just organizaion as we have def ined i t .
Previous Classifications
Heady ( 2 , p. 466) has emphasized, as we have al ready seen ,
t hat "the need for management arises out of the dynamic conditions of change or variability of price and production quantities which can only be estimated su b jectively f or the future.
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He t hus o bser ves t hat the f undamental roles of management
are to:
1. Formulate expec t ations of the conditions Which
will prevail in t h e future .
2. Formulate a plan of production (er investment)
which i s lo gical and consistent with expectations.

3. Put the plan of action into effect.

4. Accept respousi bility for t h e economic consequences
of t h e plans.
Johnson and Haver (3 , p. 8) classify the fundamental roles
of management as follows:
1. To observe t hose f a ctors which eff ect his business
environment.
2. To anal yze t h e data so obtained.

3. To decide on a course of action indicated to him
by t his analysis.

4. To act on t his decision and put the course of
action into effect.

5. To accept responsibility for the consequences
following this course of action.

They enumerated five f ields which are liable to change and,
hence must be studied by t he farmer.
1. Prices.
2. Production methods and re s ponses.

3. Potential technolo gical chan ges.
4. The per s onalities of people direc t l y and indirectly
involved in their bu s iness activities.

5. The general political situation.
A similar classif ication bas been f ollowed by Bradf ord and
Johnson (4, p. 7 ) .
Simon (1, p. 2) considers the management process as roughly
equivalent to the decision-making proce s s.

Thus, he considers

only a subset of t he managers' duties as we h ave classified
them but be enumerates three t ypes of activity for decision
making.
1. Intelli gence activity

17

2. Design activity

3 . Choice activity
Int'elli gence activity is interpreted, using t h e military
use of t he word intelli gence, to be t h e process of observing
and searching for conditions calling for decisions.
Design activity refers to t he process of inventing, developing and analyzing possi ble courses of action.
Choice activity is the process of selecting a particular
course of action f ro m those available .
He also distinguishes between two polar t ypes of decisions ,
'programmed decisions' and 'nonprogrammed decisions .'

Decisions

are 'programmed' to t he extent that the y are repetitive and rou tine and t hat a de f inite procedure has been evolved for handl ing t hem.

They are 'nonpro grammed' to t h e extent that they are

novel, unstructured and cons equential.

No well - defined method

for handling them is availa ble in a routine way .
Nielson (5) has classified the management process as consisting of the following eight cate gories:
1. Formulation of the goals or objectives of t he
f irm or unit.
2 . Reco gnition and definition of a problem or recognition of an opportunity.

3 . Obtaining i nformation - observation of the
relevant facts.

·

4 . Specification of and anal y sis of alternatives .
5 . De cision making - choosing an alternative.

6. Taking action - implementation of t h e alternative
selected.

7. Bearing responsibility for the decision or action
ta.ken.
8. Evaluating t he outcome.
He points out t ha t t hese steps need not be followed strictly
in t his order.

The farmer is able to jump from one to another.

Nielson considers that f or the farm as a whole, t he steps are
all, raore or less, continuous processes.
Nielson's classification is somewhat di f ferent from the
other classifica tions in t hat it i s somewhat more desc!iptive
and less normative.

And he cont ends t ha t empirical research,

such as t he Midwest Farm Management Survey (6 ), does imply t hat
farmers carry out most of t hese processes.

However, any norma-

tive or descriptive study of t he manage rial process comes up against the problem of defining the goals , obje ct ives, or preferences of individual human beings.

The se are always hi ghl y indi-

vidual and make it very hard to deal with individual farms under
the framework of any general model:

For these reasons, it i s

hard to verify t he appro pri a tene ss of any particular clas s i f ications .

It was probably i n an a t temp t to a voi d some of t he se

di ff icultie s t ha t most of the models proposed by economists have
assumed the classica l normative model of an economic man who is
r ational; has considerable knowled ge, a well-orga ni z ed and stable
system of preferences at leas t i n ordinal terms , and chooses to
maximize something (prof its , u tili ty , etc.)

However, more mod-

ern developments f rom behavioral science, economics and psychology raise considerable doubts re garding many of t hese assumptions
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and suggest mo re appropriate ones .
It i s often not t he case that farmers wish to maximize
profits and it is questionable whe ther farmers do try to maxi mize anything . a It is also important to remember t he limitations on man 's behavior which are i mposed by his limited access
to information and his limited abilities to perceive, process
and analyze information (1 0 ) .
Nielson's treatment of the manag erial process draws heavily
upon t heoretical and empirical work in psychology and reco gnizes that farmers may have multiple and shifting goals and multi ple and shifting means for attaining goals; a lso, t ha t t h e rec ognition of a problem i s an important and elementary function
of the manager.

We will see t he i mportance of t hese concepts

in a behavioral model of t he management process later.
Cybernetics and t h e Farm Firm
The reader may have noticed that all t h e classifications
of t h e

manag~rial

process which we included in the last section

re f erred to t h e importance of observing t h e environment around
t he farm er and using this informat ion to derive a plan of
ac ti.on ,

He n ce , we c an se e that a large part of t h e farm er's

duties i n carrying out t h e managerial process may be dealt with
best in terms of an inf orma tion-processing model .

The consider-

ation of information- processing leads us to cons i dera tion
aExcept perhaps such vague entities as 'satisfaction' or
utility'over some time period.
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of a relatively new academic field often referred to as 'Control
Theory' or, to give it the name coined for it by Wiener, Cybernetics.

We will now give a orief consideration of some of t he

elements of this new discipline as the y apply to the situation
existing on t he typical family farm.
We will hereafter refer to the process of collecting information , analyzing it and deriving a plan of action as that of
problem solving.
doubtedl y one of
head~ng

As we have noted above, problem solving is unt~e

most crucial processes included unde r t he

of farm management.

There is often much discussion among economists and a griculturalists about the differences which exist between f arming
businesses and industrial businesse s.

However, i f we consider

either type of business as an information processing organization, we find that not only are the two organizations very similar, but t hey share many of these similarities with other organizations such as machines in an automatic factory or cells
in a living or ganism.

It is these similarities or generaliza-

tions which form the subject matter of Cy bernetics.
One of the first and most classical publications on Cybernetics was a book by Wiener (7 ) pu blished in 1948.

The reade r

is also referred to (8, p . 96) and (9, p. 76) fo r simple, . brief
discussions of t he topic.

The basic premises are that the es-

sential processes in the functioning of any organism are info rmation transfer or 'communication' and control .

? rom this, it
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follows that all the components of an organization work to gether
in a communications network.

And, t h ey operate in t his manner

to reach or maintain a n exte rnal goal (or its goal i mage within
t he organization).

Th e concept of a goal i s an i mportant one.

A goal is de f ined to be that object or event which the behavior
of an organi zation operate s to reach or maintain.

If t he behav-

ior of an organization is not orienta ted toward s the achievement
or maintenance of some goal, it is said to be purposeless.

That

is, we do not need to argue about t h e presence or a bs ence of a
goal.

The answer to it s existence lies in wh ether or not we can

re gard the behavior of an organi zation as directed towards t he
a chievement or ma intenance of some o bje ct or event.
Goals may be s imple or complex and an organization may h ave
a whole set of s imple and complex goal s .

We will now utili ze

t he de gree of complexity of these goals and t he i r mode of use
by the organi zation as a criterion t o use in ranking t he
or gani zat ion .

This r anking will reflect t he a bi l ity of t he

organi zation to use i nformation a nd ' make up it s own mind .'
We will progress from a consideration of the mos t elementary organi zations to the simple goal mainta i ning systems , then to t he
automatic goal c hanging unit , and finally to t he reflective goal
changing units.
Fir st , we c a n cons ider the two t ypes of elementary organization - the transformation unit and t he sorter .
The transformation unit ( Figure 4) i s directed continuou sly from an external source and can f ind no goal of its own.
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example is a gear train.

It performs the t hree functions of re-

ception, conduction (or transformation) and output transmission.
A continuous

seque~ce

of goals result in a continuous stream of

output.
The sorter (Figure 5) is somewhat like t h e transformation
unit in t hat it has to be fed continuously, bu t it can perform
si mple s e a rch and reco gnition opera tions common t o more complicated processes.

An exam ple is a gravel sorter.

The rules

for sorting (or decision) are built into t he unit.
A sli ghtly more compl icated organi z ation is the simple goal
maintaining unit.

This is one of t h e s implest organi z ations

which can control its actions towards the maintenance of a goal.
The crucial element of t his simple organi z ation which allows it
to control its own operation is t h e presence of a f eedback-loop.
Ta is f eedback-loop allows t he unit to monitor its own operation
and compare t h is ·With its goal.

In t his way it can

detec~

error

between its own operatio n an d its goal and he nce, i t c an take
action to reduce t he error and t hereby maintain its goal.
ure 6 shows t his situation diagrama ticall y .

Fig-

An example of t his

t y pe of unit is t h e governor on a steam engine.
It is important to notice t hat purposeful control is impossible without some form of f eed back.

And since, by def inition,

t h e ach ievement or mainte nance of a goal is impo s si ble without
purposeful or ' goal-directed' control, it follows t hat feedback
an d control are essential for the organization to achieve or
maintain its goal(s).
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The three elements, transformation units, sorting units
and feedback are the basic elements f rom which more complex and
more versatile organizations can be built.
The next type of organization which we wish to consider as
we proceed up our ' scale of complexity' is the automatic-goal
changing unit.

This is but one of the many organizations which

can be derived from the three basic elements considered above.
This organization (Figure 7 ) has several alternatives prepared
f or action and also has t he rules set up for appl ying one or the
other of t hem when external conditions change.

I t can pre-

dict t he best alternative; t his prediction requirin g a second
order feedback system or memory.

We could cite t he example of a

cat that chases a rat - not by following the rat's position at a
given time, but by leading t he rat's position based on its memory of how rats ran in the past.
exchange.

Another example is a telephone

Thus, 't he immediate goal of a teleph one exchange is

to search and find a specific num ber dialed by a sub scri ber.
It s goal s chan ge for e a ch

d i ff er en~

number t hat i s di ale d .

We call suc h an organization which ca n control itself and
particularly if it can change its goals, an autonomous organization.
The addition of a memor y is t h e crucial element which has
allowed t his organization to become autonomous.

And the larger

and more accurate t he memory and t he faster t h e recall, t h e more
a u tonomous t he organization can be.
The addition of a memory raises many interesting possi bili-
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ities, one of whic h is lea rning.

Thus, t h e cat can learn by ex-

perience how to predict more closely h ow t h e rat will run.

The

teleph one exch ange can be rewired to include more num bers.
We can also note that operating with a memory will i mply
dif ferent priorities or values for messages into and out of the
memory and for di f ferent actions.

For example, a telephone ex-

change receiving several calls at once must decide wh ich to answer first .
Finally, we can consider t h e 'hi ghest' level of autonomy
which contains a third-order feedback sy stem or what is called
a consciou sne s s .

We will call it a reflective goal-changing

unit (Figure 8 ).

Such an or gani zation can collect information,

store it in its memory and then reflect upon or examine the contents of t he memory for the purpose of formulating new courses
of action.

An example of such an organi zation is not hard to f ind
since it i s what we would expect of a ny business organi z ation
or human being .

If we imagine someone sitting in a chair consid-

ering what h e shoul·d do next out of t h e po ssi bill ties open to
hi m, we h a ve an exam ple of some one u sing their reflective goal changing circuits.

Indeed, the average farmer. and, hence, t he

averag e farm firm are fairl y good examples of a relective goalchanging organization.
In t he above diagr am t he dotted lines refer to comparisons
of what is going on with what has happened in the past and what
mi gh t occur in the future, which may be re garded as second and
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third order prediction s.
The addition of a consciousness opens up vast new oppor t u nities .

For example, learning can be made sel ect ive , t he atten-

tion of the organization can be redirected, the network condi tions in an organi zation may be inve sti gated , t he memory can be
search ed, and the di ff erence s between various a ctions and the
goals wh ich dire ct them perceived .

The organization becomes

able to direct its own growth and make i nnovations .

It even

becomes possible for t he organization to replace faulty parts.
Communication and control di a gram s along t he lines of t h ose
illustrated above are usef ul aids in

~alyz ing

t h e structure and

efficiency of a bu siness and t h i s applie s also to f arm businesses .

Naturall y, t hese diagrams can become very complicated bu t

because of the i mportance of t he processes of communic ation and
contro l in t h e operation of an organ i z ation, t h ey are ver y use ful .

One su ch generali z ed diagram (9, p . 86 ) wh ich summarize s

some of t h e above di scussi on in terms of t he usu al business organization is outlined in Fi gure 9.

In terms of a typi cal farm

t h e farmer functions as both t h e goal-setter and t he controller .
Th e controlled sy stem will naturally be the farm.

Th e uncon-

trolled distur bing influences will be such t hing s as weath er ,
pric es and tec hnol ogical change .

The sensors will oe t h e h ired

l a borers or members of t h e f armer's f amily wh o

r~port

t he state

of t he f a rm to the farmer a nd in t h is case t h e f armer, also, may
operate as a s enso r him self.

Oth er sensor s reporting t h e more

external influences to t he f armer will be mar ket reports, out -
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look reports, newspapers, etc.

The information processor at

t he present time is also the farmer; however, one of the objectives of this thesis is to consider t he relevance of t he new
operations researc h and computer methodology to t he duties involved in problem solving (which includes information-processing as we are using t he word here) on the farm.

We can see

clearly here how the need for information processing arises as
a consequence of feedback which we have already seen is essential for control.

Thus, in terms of t he farm, it can be seen

that any improvements in inform.ation processing which may be
possible with t h e new operations research methods may also result in better control of the farm, 1.e., better goal achievement.
We should notice the importance of t he goals which apply
to t he farm .

Although t he processes of goal setting, control-

ling, and information processing are all carried out by the
farmer·, we will see t he reason for separating them i n the
next se ction when we consider s i mulations of the human
problem solving proce ss.
Before we move on, however, it will be instructive to point
ou t that t hi s system as we have described it i s overly simplif ied; t hus, each of t he s ections which we have been considering
could be represented as a s imilar subsystem.

We could re ga rd

it as an hierarchical system of subsystems with an hierarchical
system of goals.

Again, the importance of t his observation will

be seen more clearly later.
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Simulations of the Human Problem Solving Process
We saw in t he last section how human beings could be re garded as reflective goal chan ging organizations and we saw the
extreme generality of the processes of feedback and control i n
purposeful activity .

It is not surprising, therefore, t hat a

fair amount of work has recently been done upon examining human
problem solving processes in terms of information processing or
feedback and control processes.
Newell, Shaw and Simon (11, 12, 13 , 14) were among the
first to attempt simulations of t h e human problem solving pro cess using an electronic computer.

The results of t heir work

created much interest and has since led to many other simulations of the human mental processes.

(See Reitman (15)

)~

But

the underl ying methodology and rationale for using computers
have remained essentially the same as t h ose outlined by Newell,
et al.

The basis of their simulations can be regarded as proc-

esses of feedback and control.

Thus, t h ey postulated (1, p . 27)

that the human problem solving process proceeds by means of
1) erecting goals, 2) detecting diff erences between present
situation and goal, 3) finding in memory or by search , tools or
processes that are relevant to reducing differences of t hese
particular kinds, and 4) applying t hese tools or processes.
Thus, each problem generates subproblems with subgoals until a
seri e s of subproblems are found whic h can be solved.

The solu-

tion of this series of subproblems then solves the overal prob-
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lem.

If the identif ication of t he se subpro bl ems seems too in-

tractable as may often occur in practice, t he individual may
accept an approximation, i.e. a partial solution correspon ding
to solutions of a subset of t he subproblem s .
The model of a human being's mental equipment postulated
by Newell, et al . (11, p. 3 ) is as foll ow s :
1. A control system consisting of a num ber of
memories which contain symboli zed info r mat ion
and are i nterconnecte d by various ordering
relations.
2. A num ber of pri mitive information proce sses
which operate on the information in t he memory .
Each primitive process i s a perfe ctly def i ni te
ope ration f or which known physical mechanisms
exist .

3. A perfectly definite set of r ules for combi ning
t hese proce sses into whole pro grams of process ing .

They point out that ' an explanation of an observed behavior
of a n organism is provided by a pro gram of pr i mitive information
processe s that genera tes this behavior .

Al so , t hey hold that

t he appropri a te way to describe a pi ece of probl em solving (at
this level of detail) i s i n terms of a program - a spe cif ication
of what the or gani sm will do under varyi ng environmental circumstances in terms of certain elementary i nformation proces ses it
i s capable of performing.

The y formulated such programs fo r ap-

plication to electronic computers produc i ng what t hey called t h e
'logic theor y machine' (L. T.) and the ' general pro blem s olver'
(G.P. S.).

The y found t hat t hese 'simulator s ' showed many re s em-

blances to t he human problem solving process as it bad been de -
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scri bed in the psychological literature.

Thus, they held that

this was good evidence that the human problem solving process
followed similar programs of primitive information processes.
They summarize their model of an individual's problem
solving equipment as "an information-processing system with a
large storage capacity (memory ) that holds, among other things,
complex strategies (pro grams) that may be evoked by stimuli.

11

The content of these strategies is largely determined by t he
previous experience of the system and the actual strategy evoked depends upon the stimulus.

They point out that the storage

of t hese programs is the reason why the system can respond in
complex and highly selective ways to relatively simple stimuli.
We will consider this as our model of a farmer for later
discussion.

This may seem unwarranted in terms of t he evidencJ

which exists but we do so because it is so simple and concrete \
and seems so acceptable intuitively.

Also, it provides us with

a thread of continuity which runs ri ght through psychology, human behavior, human problem solving processes and, hence, operations research .

It also provides us with a useful conceptuali-

zation of a problem and a solution algorithm as we will see later.
A Revision of t he Classical Normative Assumptions
In general economists have adopted two different approaches
to t he study of the managerial processes of farmers.

One is the

normative approach which considers wha t the farmer ought to do
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assuming he conforms to the traditional assumptions of rationality, considerable knowledge, stable ordered preferences, etc .
The other approach has been the descriptive approach whic h studies what farmers actually do.

The approach we will follow he re

will be s omewhat between the two.

We will fol low Niel son i n

adopting a largely normative approac!1 but like h im we will
not re strict t his to the assumption of a traditional economic
man .

We will make use of the more realistic behavioral assump-

tions wh ich are becoming available as a better understanding
of the human problem solving process is evolved .

The se are

assumptions recognizing t he limited access to i nformation
which farmers have that assume only limited computational
ability and he nce do not assume perf ect r a tionality and
maximizing beh avior on the part of t he individual.

As Simon

(10, p. 272 ) points out so effectively :

"The cl"assical t heory is a t heory of a man choosing
among fixed and known alternatives , to each of which is
attac hed known consequences . But when perception and
co gnition intervene be twee n t h e decision make r and his
objective environment, t his model no longer proves ade quate . We need a description of the choice process t hat
reco gnizes that the alternatives are not given but must
be sough t and a description t ha t takes into account the
arduous task of dete rmining what consequences will follow
on each alternative ••• As every mathematici an knows, it
is one thing to have a set of differential equations, and
another t hing to have t heir solutions. Ye t the solutions
are logically implied by t he equations - they are ' all
t here ' if we only knew how to get to t hem ! By the same
token, t h ere are hosts of inf erences t hat mi ght be drawn
f rom the information stored in the brain t hat are not ,
in fa ct, drawn . The consequences i mpl ied by inf ormat ion
in the memory be come known only through active information
processing, and, hence, throu gh active selection of particular problem solving paths from the myriad that mi ght have
been followed . "
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The model of an info r mation- processing goal orientated or ganization along the lines of t h e model of t he human mental e quipment postulated oy Newell et al . provides us wi"t h one such
set of explanations and assumptions , and the ones wh ich we will
make the most use of.
The classical normative assumptions about human behavior
mi gh t be

s~marized

sumption

req~i res

as t hose of strict rationality .

This as-

1) that a consistent and stable ordering of

preferences exists , 2) maximizin g behavior, i . e . t hat the i ndi vidual will alway s pre fe r more rath er than less i n terms of h is
preference ordering (1 6 ) .
Schoeffler (17) examines the theoretical requirements for
rational action and infers t ha t they are so strict t h at nobody
could sati sfy all of t hem.

lie conclude s that f or practical pur -

poses i t would be sufficient if a decision maker ' s behavior
"tends to wards t h e desirable norm .
Si mon, as we have seen , also rec ognizes t hese diff iculties
in terms of t h e computational limitations of t h e individua l .

He

points out t ha t t h e individual would have to explore so many al ternatives and t he inf ormation ne

\-~oul

d need to evaluate them

would oe so vast t hat even a n appr oximation of rationality is
hard to uonceive .

He s u gaests (18 , p . 79 ) t he dist i nction be -

tween 'o bje ctive' rationality and ' subjective' rationality ; an
action being objectively r ational if it truly maxi mizes h is
u tility and ueing ' subjectively' r ational i f it 'maxioizes h is
u tility relative to his actual knowled ge of

t~ e

subject .
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In our model we will consider the farmer as attempting to
be 'subjectively' rational.

This seems a far more reasonable

assumption since, h owever, in the writer's opinion, farmers may
seldom manage to be even 'subjectively' rational .
Accepting less than strict rationality as we have suggested
above means t hat we are prepared to accept t h at t he preference
ordering may not be so consistent and stable; thus, individuals
may not be able to discern small preference differentials and ,
hence, will be only subjectively rational from this point of
view .

Shepard (19) indicates much evidence that this is so .
Simil arly, accepting less than strict rationality means

t hat we are prepared to accept less than maximizing behavior
which implies sub-optimizing behavior.

I f we accept this, we

can s ee more cle arly t he lo gic underlying the t heories postulated by psychologists, by Newell, Shaw and Simon, and by economists belonging to the 'satisficing ' school of t hough t, that individuals act by means of setting goals or 'aspiration levels'
and exh ibit 'satisficing' behavior rather t han maximizing behavior.
For our behavioral model we will assume 'su bj ective' rationality only and the implications which this has in te rms of
less consistent preference orderings and 'goal setting' or 'satisfic1ng1 behavior.
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The Revised Model of the Farm Management Process
We will now outline a behavioral model of the farm manage ment process which we will use as a 'norm' for our later discussion of the manage rial process.
We conceive of the farmer as t h e most crucial element in a
communications network.

He is the coordinator of all the oper-

ations going on on t he farm.

The farmer's managerial activities

include:
1. Duties as an i n dividu al in which sphere his main
managerial function is to have pre f erences and
desires. These may be conscious or su bconscious
and he must reflect t hem in a set of overall goals
for t h e farm firm whi ch he formulates, i.e. he
f unction~ as a goal-getter for t h e farm.
2. Duties as a problem-solver when his primary purpose is to gather and process information for t h e
purpose of controlling the operations on the farm
to approach a s nearly as possible t h e goals h e
h as set . ( This will, of course, include t h e
formulation of su bgoals and su bpro blems .)

3. Duties as a controller in wnich capacity he mu st

implement the plans ari s ing f rom h is problem solving activity ; t hat is, his duties are to change
decisions into observable actions.

4. Duties · as a member of society.

That is he must
accept responsi bility f or his actions a; i.e., the
consequences of his actions.

Since we are interested in considering the farm management
process i n relation to the f ield of operations research and because of t he i mm ense importance of t h e farmer's activity as a
a we may note that there will be interactions between these
duties. In particular, there may be interrelations between the
farmer's duties as an individual and as a member of society.

problem solver, we consider t he f armer in terms of an information-processing model.

That is, we consider the farmer as a

goal-oriented organization with a memory of vast storage capacity.

The memory contains programs of primitive information

processes and other elements in storage which are unique to t he
particular f armer and result from his past experience.

The pro-

grams enable the farmer to perform sequences of information
processes on the continuous sensory influx and on t he elements
in the memory.

The speed and capacity of the farmer's mental

equipment are limited, however; and these limitations result in
the farmer's beh avior being somewhat less than completely rational.
We can consider this sub-rationality as comine from two
causes: 1) Inability of the farmer to express his physiologi cal
requirements, values and desires in terms of a set of goals and
2) f~om inability.to compu te a plan for controlling t he farm
which is optimal in terms of the goals outlined.

These inabil-

ities re f lect inabilities in problem solving activity which is
the subject for closer study in the next chapter.
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PROBLEM SOLVING I N THE MANAGERIAL PROCESS
In the last chapter we considered some aspects of the overall managerial process and we derived a model ustng concepts
from a wide variety of sources.

The purpose of deriving this

model was to facilitate further discussion of the relevance of
the new O.R. techniques to t he farm management process.

And,

because t he mode rn O.R. me thod s are of most importance in aiding the process of problem solving (equivalent to information
collection and processing ), we f ormulated it as an information
processing model of the farm firm .
We also gave consideration to the position of pro blem-solving in the management process and having already noted the particular relevance of O.R. methods to the problem solving process,
we will now make use of our model in giving further
consideration to the problem solving process.
The Motivation of the Problem Solving Process
In our model of the manageme nt process we considered t h e
f armer to have a set of goals.

We have se en how these goals do

not exist as an independent set but rather as an hierarchical
structure of goals, and we have noticed how many of t hese goals
may be subconscious.

It was for this reason that we referred to

them as 'physiological requ irements, values and desires' forming
the normal vague economic terminology applied to them.

The ori-

gin of many of these goals is obviously obscure and undoubt-
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edly highly individual.

Thus, economists have avoided any close

scrutiny of t h ese so-called 'preferences' except in a highly a bstract and generalized way as 'utility .

1

Good examples of these

approaches are t he books by Arrow (20) and Von Neumann and Morgenstern (21).

Much attention has been focused on the so-called

preference ordering as we saw briefly in section (iv) of Chapter

3.

The model which we are postulating, however, follows the ap-

proach of cybernetics and considers a system of goals, and these
goals, if not achieved, are considere d to have weights.

It may

or may not be a more convenient formulation for t he purposes of
expl icit computations.

Howe ver, it does enable us to formulate

a simple and intuitively very appealing concept of the motivation behind the problem solving process.

Thus , we see that

problem solving activity will be stimulated when t he farmer observes that his present performance and the expectations of his
projected future .plans fall short of his goals.

Or , in the ter-

minology of cybernetics, when 'feedback' i.e. information, indicates a large error between a farmer 's operation and that of his
goal, problem solving activity will be stimulated.
It is interesting to note the similarity of t his concept
to the theory of 'cognitive dissonance' developed by Festinger
(22).

'Co gnitive dissonance' is interpreted as a f orm of psy-

chological discomfort which is postulated as an important mo tivating factor.

Thus, a farmer is said to f eel this internal

conflict when:
1. Ee perceives that any facts , beliefs or opinions

that he holds are not consistent with othe r fa cts,
beliefs or opinions t ha t he holds.
2. He o bserves that any of his values conflict with
others of his values.

3. He observes t hat his own behavior is not consistent
with any of his values.

4. He observe s a disparity between h is goals and the
achievement of his goals.

'

It is t he author's opinion that our model is a much better
conceptualization of t he real world behavior of farmers t han the
mo re normal construct of a rational, economic man with a more or
less continuous system of pre f erences and who attempts to maximize his 'utility .'

One reason i s that our model gives us a

better explanation of how people in various parts of t he world
under varying de grees of deprivation c an all be more or less
satisfied with their results - since t hey have diff erent goal s .
We have seen a bove, how problem s olving activity is motivated,
but it is also important f or us to note her e t hat a pro blem may
exist (i.e. there may be a disparity ·between a farmer's achievements and his goals) but i f f eedback, in the form of observations and/or recordings is poor, it may not be perceived by the
farmer.

Also, as we saw earlier, when the process of co gnition

is included in our model, a problem may be perceived by t he
farmer as part of his ' sensory influx' but it may not be reco gni zed as a problem.

For example, some new technolo gy mi ght be

potentially valuable to a farmer but , i f he is either totally
unaware of the new technolo gy or is aware of it but does no't
see its potential f or application, it will not be incorporated
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into hi s f arming activities.
Evidence for the above conclusions is given by t he resul ts
reporte d by Lee and Chastain ( 23 ) who point out t ha t t he percepti on and definition of problems is a problem i n itself , and
one to which management should apply itself efficiently .

They

cite evidenc e of t he inability of farm ers to recogni ze pro blems
f rom a survey of over 250 Farm and Home Development fami lie s in
Alabama .

Th ey state that over half of t h e farm er s surve yed in-

dicated t hat t hey t hough t their businesses we re being run as
eff icien tly as possi bl e, ye t the farm business summ aries usual ly revealed ba sic weaknesses in operation and/o r or gani zation.
We can see, there f ore, t hat the i denti f ication of problems
is indeed an important process and worthy of further discussion .
Problem Identif ica tio n and Definition
One of the observations included in t h e last s e cti on was
t ha t we can define a pro blem as existing when there is a disparity be tween an indivi dual ' s achie vements and his goals .

And

for more complex organi zati ons such as human beings which can
predict, we can obviously extend t his to include a di spar ity
between goals pro j ecte d into the fut ure and the corre sponding
projections of achievements.
We can , t here f ore, define a problem f or many purposes as
a triple (At, Bt ,

~t )

where At corresponds to t he overall s t a te

of t he world which exist s , Bt corresponds to t he overall s t ate
of the world defined by t he farmer's goals ,

and ~

t corresponds
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to t he overall set of possible controlling actions which could
be t aken to ensure that the goals are ac hieved as closely as
possi ble.

From t h is we can define a solution to a problem as

a set of controlling actions ~

*

which , i f taken, would result

i n t he best possible achievemen t of the farmer ' s goals ( 24) .
For the purposes of describing a pro blem situation as a
triple, we can re gard the se t At as a complete and comprehensive

1

list 1 of all the elements or attributes whic h are used to

define t he state of t he world which exists.

Similarl y, Bt can

be regar ded as a 'list' of goals corresponding to the elements
or attributes which are used to define the 'aspirational' state
of t he world.

Also, we can re gard the set

possible controlling actions .

~

t as a ' list' of

These ' lists' however, can be

considered as having a complex h ierarchical s tructure, or, in
other words, t hey consist of related subsets .

For exampl e,

chestnut trees which are ten years old and twenty fee t hi gh are
none the le ss ches tnut t rees .

And, weaner hog production is

none t he less ho g production and hog production is, in turn ,
none t he less animal production.
We ha ve already noted the limited c ogni tive ability of hu mans , so let us now consider the fairly wi dely accepted fa ct
t hat people ca n never completely comprehend a real world pro blem situation; thus, t he y ha ve to limit t hemselves to deal ing
with models composed of elements a bs tracted f rom t he re al world
situation.

We can denote a model as t he triple (A 6 , Bs,

and the solution ' to t he model as~~

where the subscript

~~
8
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refers to elements of t he model where As c At, Bs c Bt and
~

s c

~

t •

However, since we will be dealing mainly with

models, it will be more convenient to drop the subscript

S'

but remember that it is implicit.
In the last section we noted the results of Lee and Chastain who also point out that 'percepti on and definition of
problems is a problem in itself.'

They are , of course , point-

ing out the need to observe any discrepancies between ac hieve ments and goals and the need to isolate the important elements
of At, Bt and

~

t which are relevant to obtaining a solution to

the problem.

That is, we need to abstract a ' model ' of t he

overall problem, the solution of which will give at least a
useful approximation to the solution of the overall re al world
problem.

We can, therefore, regard problem-solving activity as

consisting of three separate processes:
(i)

The. process of perceiving a disparity between
achievements and goals.

(ii )

The process of a bstracting t he most i mportant
elements of t he overall problem situation to
build a ' model' of t he pro blem situation.

(iii) Th e proces s of deriving a solution to the model
and translating t his into the terms of t he overall problem.
It should be noticed that a complete solu tion to an overall
real world problem s ituation is seldom possi ble .

We can, how-

ever, quite often find complete solutions to t h e models which
arise as abstractions f rom the overall problem situation.
A somewhat different approach is that of Reitman ( 24)
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(25, p. 166) who points out that most considerations of problem
solving have dealt with ' well-de fined ' problems only.

He con-

siders a 'well -de fined ' problem to be one for which t here is
some given systematic way to decide when a proposed solution is
acceptable.

Thus, he contends that we have a whole continuum

from well-defined problems to ill-defined pro blems; a pro blem
is well-de f ined if, when given to a number of diffe rent problem
solvers , it evokes similar solutions .

It is said to be ill-de-

fined if it evokes a whole range of different solutions .

We

mi gh t quote two examples to clarify matters: thus , a problem
su ch as 'to find the solu tion of a given and determinate set of
linear equations' would be a well -de fined problem s ince t here
exists only one unique solution .

On the other hand, a problem

such as 'the compo s ition of a piece of music' is an ill-defined
problem because even among musicians it would result in many
different solutions .

Thus, the ill-defined problems are more

ambiguous and according to Reitman, t his is due to ' open cons traints' which can be 'closed' in way s which suit the problem
solver.
We can easily i dentif y such a range of problems in a gri culture.

Thus, a problem such a s ' de s i gn a set of farm build-

ings ' would be an ill-defined problem, whereas, 'find the com•
bination of ho g and corn activities which will maxi mi ze dollar
returns from ten acres of land and f orrowing space for f ive
sows at a time, no othe r resources limiting and assuming t hat
t h e production and price data given is known with certainty'
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would be an example of a relatively well-defined problem.
As Lee and Chastain (23) point out, "A clearly defined
problem is one of t he prerequisites for sound thinking " and
it is also a prerequisite for a management specialist i f h e
is to know 1n advance that his solution will be acceptable •

.

Unfortunately, in many cas es , it is the definition of
the pro bl em which is hardest to achieve.
the problem is oft en virtually solved.

Once this is done,
Thus , t he definition

of the problem of writing a piece of music is not complete
until the music is written.

As Reitman shows in t hi s case,

the constraints 'proliferate ' as the composing continues
until either no solution is possible and t he composer h as to
try another sequence of possibilities or else an acceptable
solution is found.
Ill- defined problems are common to t he farmer and even
more so to t h e m·anagement specialist be cause 1 t is often not
at all easy to define either t h e farmer's objectives or goals ,
nor is it easy to define t he constraints under wh ich he
operates, i.e., the 'amount' of control he can exert.
According to Reitman, therefore , the re are two fairly
distinct methods for solving problems depending upon whether
t hey are well-defined or ill-defined.

The soluti on of an 111-

defined problem is often, to a large extent, a matter of
defining t he problem; in other words, selecting a sequence of
feasible attributes for t he prospective solution until either
t he constraints proliferate to such an extent that no solution
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exists and anoth er sequence of feasible attributes must be
tried, or, an acceptable solution is found.
A well-defined problem, on t he other hand, is solved by
means of dividing the problem into subproblems with subgoals
which will achieve the overall goal.

This process proceeds by

trial and error until all subproblem(s) can be solved.

An ex-

ample of this hierarchical structure of subgoals, which are
said to be in a 'planning relation' to the overall goal, is
given b,y someone solving a geometrical theorem in stages of
proving angles equal or unequal, lengths equal or unequal, etc.,
until finally t he t h eorem is proved.

We should note that t he

solution procedure may break down i n either case, for ill-defined problems when t here are conflicting goals and for welldefined problems when computationa l capacity i s insufficient.
In reality , of course, as Reitman points out, t he problem
usually lies som.ewhere ·between the two polar types and conta ins
elements of each.
Let us now return to discussion of t he problem solving
process along our previous line s.

It is interest i ng to note

t he similarity of t he points made by Reitman and Lee and Chastain; t hus, according to t he latter, problem solving a ctivity
depended upon f ir s t defini ng t he problem (model), then solving
it.

In terms of Rei t man's appro a ch , this is s i mila r to first

solving the ill-defined parts of the problem and t hen solving
t he re sulting defined problem.

However, it is to be hoped t hat

the discussion of Reitman's work has helped us gain some idea of
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the processes which are involved in first defining and t hen
solving the usual partially ill-defined problem as it is first
perceived by the farmer. a
The Relevance of the Compute r to the Problem Solving Pro cess
We have seen how problem solving usually proceeds by means
of constructing a model of some sort as an abs traction from the
overall problem situation.
(A, B,

~

We wrote t his model as a triple

) and noted that a solution was given by a sequence of

processes ~

*c

~

which when applied to A resulted in B.

ever, to mentally derive t he s olution 9

*

How-

to t he model of a

problem, we have to go t hrou gh another sequence of mental processes,-) , which end when the solution,

~

-I~

, is found .

We have

already seen how attempts have been made to simulate these mental processes on computers.

Also, we have considere d some of

t he difference s wfil ich occur i f the pro blem is ill-defined or
well-defined.
Simon (1, p. 2 ), as we have a lre ady noted, distinguishes
between what he calls programmed deci s ions and non-pro gr ammed
decisions which correspond rou ghly to t h e solution of what we
are calling well-defined and ill-def ined problems.
According to Shepard (19, p. 260), we can re gard the farmer
as having a remarkably well-developed perceptual apparatus which
a

We will later .give consideration to procedures which
allow the processes of problem definition and pro blem solution
to be carried on simultaneously.
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leads to a 'multidimensional sensory influx ' which is then
broken down in an extremely complex way to a manageable set of
discrete environmental properties and objects.

This process of

perceptual analysis is t hen followed by an analogous but reverse
process of synthesis and leads to complex coordinated behavior
sequences.

H oweve~,

as a result of the technological advance

of western society, t he synthesis required is becoming more and
more complicated (as we saw earlier in Ch.a pter 2) .

More alter-

nati ve responses and more detailed responses must be analyzed.
Also, it seems that for many of these lo gical and combinatorial
processes 'man is outperf ormed by the compu ter with its ability
for rapid storage, retrieval, and rearrangement or recombination according to strict deterministic rules.'
Thus, computers are f ast talcing over t he manipulations required for solving well-defined problems but so far t h ey have
not taken over the solution of ill-defined problems to any great
extent (1, p. 20).

In other words, computers are powerful tools

for solving problems which require simple manipulation, but t hey
are so far proving to be of little h elp in the process of model
building or abstraction of problems.a
The reason why electronic compu ters are fast talcing over
t he solution of well-defined problems is as f ollows.

If we re-

gard a computer as a mac hine for manipulating symbols (either
mathematical or alphabetical), it is infinitely superior in
8we will make some modifications to this statement later.
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speed and accuracy to the abilities of human beings for carrying out similar manipulations.
The main limitations of modern computers would seem to be
the restricted memory capacity which they have and the way in
which they must be instructed (pro grammed) to carry out these
manipulations.

On many of the larger modern computers, however,

the memory capacity is reasonably adequate for most purposes.
What restricts their use most is t he detail with which t hey
have to be progrrunmed and the effort which goes into providing
data in a form in which it may be fed to the computer, i.e., its
'perceptual apparatus' is quite poor.
Let. us state this in terms of our model of t he managerial
process to see more clearly the relation of the computer (and,
hence, O.R. technolo gy ) to our model of t he managerial process.
First, the problem is perceived by the farmer as a discrepancy between his ach ievements and his goals .

He t hen tries to

solve the problem by making mental manipulations upon elements
in his memory and other data which he may collect.

Often these

problems are poorly-defined so t he processes of definition and
solution are carried on to gether.
Some problems, however, require very many manipulations
which are beyond t he capa cities of the human mind both in terms
of speed and accuracy. · However, if t hese problems can be defined and fed to the computer in computer format, t h en the computer
can be instructed to carry out the manipulations and, hence, relieve the farmer of this task.

This procedure is apparently
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worthwhile for quite a number of problems.

However, to be able

to program the computer to carry out these manipulations we must
first be able to specify them in great detail (i.e., normally as
arithmetic and logical operations).
sequence of mental

processes,~

Thus , if a farmer uses a

, for deriving a solution,

~

*

to a particular problem, then to be able to instruct a computer
to carry out the same processes, we must be able to specify them
in detail.

This detailed specification of t he

process,~,

is

usually not worthwhile for specific problems , the procedure more
normally being to specify in this way only programs which may be
used in a wide variety of problem situatio ns .

These specifica-

tions of. sequences of manipulations form the so-called compu tational algorithms of modern O.R. technology.

One of the major

obstacles to modern opera tions research is t he lack of knowledge
of human problem solving processes.

Once these are more . explic-

itly known and can be stated as computer programs, it ts likely that computers will be able to perform most of the mental
processes now peculiar to human 'thinking' (26) and probably
many mo re also .
In t he next chapter, we will consider the elements of a
problem situation more closely which will be useful later for
further consideration of modern operations research technology
in t he processes of problem reco gnition, definition and solution .
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THE GENERAL FORM OF A PROBLEM SITUATION
The objective of t his chapter will be to discuss t h e elements of problem situations and discuss a particular generalized model of a problem situa tion.

The reasons for doing this

are, firstly, t h at any generalizations which we can ma;lce about
t he structure of problems will facilitate further discussion of
t he operations research methods now available; secondly, it will
help . us ellucidate what information is required to define a
problem; t hirdly , it will enable us to consider t he effec ts on
the problem solving process of incomplete information re garding
the various elements of t he problem situation.
We have already seen how t he operations research algorithm s
can be re garded as sequences of manipulations wh ich are applied
to the elements of a model of a problem situation to derive a
solution.

That is, these al gorithms deal with t h e manipulation

of symbols representing the model.

It is not surprising, t here-

fore, t hat mathematic s and t he theorems it provides is t he lifeblood of· t h e study.

Many of the re sults of mathematics which

have been built up over t he centuries were very valuable in developing the general t h eory of operations research over t he past
two decades.

In t his way the general methodolo gy of most oper-

ations researchers has been to build abstract mathematical mo dels of certain operational problems which ari se .

The results

and t heorems from mathematics are then applied to the se models
to attempt a solution of t hem.

This involvement with mathemat-
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ics are then applied to t hese models to attempt a solution of
t hem .

This involvement wt th mathematics has resulted in much

use of mathematical symbols and notation in operations research
and we will not hesitate to make use of mathematical notati on
i n deve l oping a discussion of a general i zed problem situation .
General Economic Problems
Economics i s often defined as 'the study of the allocation of limited means among competing ends.'

And , most of the

problems wh ich face the farmer can be considered in t h is meansends framework .

As Koopmans so aptly puts it, "The analytical

separation of preference from opportunity " (26).

In terms of

our model, the ends are the far mer ' s goals and the means,
wh ich are limited , refer to t h e control which a farmer can
exert upon t he variables affecting his farm and, therefore,
the achievement of his goals.
We should notice cle arly, however, t hat t he underl ying
assumption in def ining economic problems is that if t he
'means' are not limited to t he exte nt t hat t he ends compete,
t hen no economic problem exist s .
The Production Function Model
One concept of a problem situation is that which is
implicit in theory a bout t he production function .

Thus, we

can consider a farmer's utility (U) as being a fun c tion of
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'output' variables (y 1 ) and we can write:
1

= 1,

2 , ••••••• m

And, these 'output' variables will be outputs from the production process and, hence, will be functions of t h e 'production
variables' (xj).

Thus, we can write:

Yi= fi(xj)

j

= 1, 2, ••••••• n

However, there is a tremendous range of produc tion variables and
t hey can be dealt with at all levels of detail.

We might define

a 'production variable' as ' anything which affects the process
of production,' and it is immediately obvious that t hese range
from variables over which the farmer can exert close control to
variables over which t he farmer can exert no control.

This is

not a simple classification since there are all shades of gray
in between these 'polar t ypes.'

As examples , we could regard a

farmer as having good control over what constituents he put into
a particular feed mix.

He has rather less control over t he ex-

ac t date on which he can plant his crop s (due to t h e restraints
placed upon him by t he weather ).

He will h ave very little con-

trol over such t hings as t he prices he receives for hi s products
and , finally, h e has no control over such things as t he weather.
However, if we wished, we could consider production variables
as belonging to two separate groups .

A set which he can control

we could call ' action variables' and a set which he cannot control we could call 'event variables.'

We can, therefore, write
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the production function model as:
Maximize

U

= G (yi)

i

where Yi= fi(xj, zk)

j
k

= 1'
= 1'
= 1'

2, • ••• • • , m
2, . • .... • n j
2, •• • .••• nk

where the xj are the action variables and the zk are t h e event
variables.

The limitations upon t he set of actions are stated

as constraints in t he form
g (xj , zk) {

~,

=, ~}

0

In parenthesis we mi ght here note t hat if a farmer i s to
control the production variables to his best advantage, i.e., to
optimize the index U, then he will only be a ble to do this most
effectively if he can predict t h e future values of those variables, zk, which are beyond his control.

The extent to which he

can predict t h e values of t he uncontrollable variables depend
upon his a bility to isolate 'cause and effect' relationships
with other variables which he can control or predict and the
distance into t h e future over which h is predictions range.

It

now be come s clearer why we earlier considered t he farmer's mana gement duties to include 'pre diction s ' or 'formulation of future expectations' and 'analysis of alternative plans of ac tion.'
The writer feels t ha t it is important here to realize t hat
in formulating a plan of action , it is importan t for the farmer
to appreciate the degree of control which he has over the action
variables and the reliability of his predictions concerning t he
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event variables.

These two factors will give him an idea of t he

amount of uncertainty about t he future which he faces.

It also

allows h im to distinguish between t he two alternatives fo r reducing uncertainty a bou t t he future.
1. Planning to increase his degree of control.
2. Improving t he accurac y of his predictions.
A Generali zed Problem Situation
We now return to t he main t heme of our discussion and consider t he elements of a generali ze d pro blem situation as t hey
have been outlined by Hildreth (27).

Our presentation will fol -

low Hildreth 's presentation quite closely .
The relevant parts of a problem are said to be: a set of
possible events, a set of possible a ctions, a set of strate gies,
a set of consequences, a criterion for ordering t he consequences
and a function assigning a consequence to each pair consisting
of an action and an event.

An event z is one of the set of possible events Z (written z C Z) .

It is a variable or combination of variables rele-

vant to the decision-makers welfare and behavior but outside his
control.

These elements reflect t he uncontrollable and unpre-

dictable nature of t he farme r's environment.

Such events for a

farmer mi gh t be the occurrence of a certain set of prices or
weather.
An action x is. an action or a combination of actions which
is a subset of the set of possible actions Xz (written x C Xz).
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We add t he subscript z here to emph asize t hat Xz depends upon
t h e events which occur.

Some examples of actions f or a farm-

er mi ght be : sele ction of a crop pl an fo r next year, t he s i gning of a contract, the selling of some corn, etc .

To indicate

the dependence of Xz upon Z we note that the plan for next year
will depend on t he avail ability of capital which will be determined by t he weath er and las t year's crop yields.
A conse quence is a mean ingful result or combination of re-

sults of actions and event s .
forms.

It may take an infinite variety of

Thus, net revenue realized from a choice of inputs and

actual weather and prices, go od seedbeds resulting from careful
cultivation and even pride of ownership resulting from recently expanded acreage all are examples of consequences.

We could

denote the relationship of a consequence y and a pair of actions
and events as :
y

=~

(x,z)

and

y c y

t he n , being t he function assi gni ng a consequence to each pair
consisting of an action and an event.
A strategy, which we will de note as <r'", is a function t ha t
designates an action corresponding to any selected event.

Thu s

we can write:

x

= ~(z)

It denotes a way for a farm er t o react to t he uncontrollabl e events in his environment.

We should no tice, however, t hat

under certainty , t he distinction between an action and a strategy vanishes because all events are known in advance.
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Finally, we need a criterion for ordering the consequences.
This may or may not be readil y available.

For the present we

will assume that one is available which reflects the farmer's
preference ordering.a
Under certainty t his is fairl y simple since there is a one to-one rel ationship between actions and strategies .

However,

under uncertainty and in a dynamic situation , bo th of which
characterize the real world, t he relationship between 'preferences,' strategies and cons equences i s more complicated .

Indeed

at pre sent t here seems to be no preci se economic t heory to deal
with such situations.

Frequently consequences are ordered by

some real valued function.

The function is interpreted as some -

thing like net revenue, cost, utility or expected utility.

Such

a f unction will be called t he criterion function and denoted as

o.

If we denote t he value of the function evaluated for a par-

ticular consequence y, as U, we can write:

u

= ~(y)

In most farm management situations we try to choose t he criterion fun ction so t hat it is fairly easily quantified but on the
other hand, still reflects the farmer ' s preferences quite closely.
The overall decision problem, therefore, is to find the
strate gy ,<), which will optimi ze the value of t he criterion
function over t h e given s et of possible actions for t he given
a

In the terms of our model, we re gard the farmer ' s preference ordering as being derived from his system of weigh ted goals.
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set of events.
Some simple examples might be:
(1)

Z - a set of prices
X - a set of input-output combinations on the produc tion function
y - net revenue

~ - the farmer's utility function.

If we t hen assume that t he farmer's utility fu nction increases
monotonically with expected net revenue (i.e., the expected net
revenue reflects the f armer's preferences adequately ), then net
revenue can be used as t he criterion function .
(2)

Z - a s et of possi ble production functions
X - a set of input combinations

y - the resulting input-output combinations
~ - the farmer 's utility function.

In this case, it migh t be harder to find a criterion function
wh ich adequately ref lected t he farmer's goals since we would
have to determine probably indirectly , how t h e input-output
combinations aff ected the farmer's u tility level.

As i n the

previous example, one simplifying assumption might be to aggregate t he input-output combinations resulting from a particular
s trate gy together into a s ingle value such as the expected input-output combination.
The above model described by Hildreth , while allowing for
unce rtaint y in defining the se t of events beyond t he far mer's
control, does not explicitly allow for the dynamic nature of
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many decision pro blems .

Thus, many decisions made at t he pre s-

ent time ramify far into t he future and in mos t cas es the fu rt her we try to project ourselves into the future , t he less adequately we can pred ict t he si t uation which wi ll exist.
We should perhaps note that uncertainty may surround both
future preferences and future consequences (26).

Thus, to be

quite general , our model needs to be able to take account of uncertainty of future preferen ces on t he one hand and the uncertainty of future opportunities on t he other .
Unfortunately , li ttle work seems to have been done to try
to incorporate the uncertainty of future preference and hence ,
the consumer' s desire for f lexi bility of future preferences into general economic theory .

The general effe ct of a consume r's

uncer t ainty over what his futu re preferences will be would seem
to be t hat he will want to leave certain decisions about consumpti on until a later date.

If, on the other band , he knew

with certai nty what his future preferences would be , t hen it
seems re asonabl e to assume t hat he would be willing to commit
himsel f to a certain future consumption pro gram at any time.
This is not t h e case in t he real world, howeve r, and consumers
frequently wi sh to delay their choices until t hey feel as confident as possible of t heir preference expectations.
This has i mpo rtant implications for farm management because
it cas ts doubt on t he assumption that a system of preferences
exist from which our criterion fun ction can be derived.a

a

Hence, also , t he existence of a set of goals.
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As an example , we might consider the case of a farmer who
wants to formulate an overall farm plan but has never kept
ho gs .

He does not know until be has had experience of hog-

keeping whether he will put some high positive or negative nonpecuniary value on such an activity.

In other words , if he in-

corporated hogs in his overall plan he mi ght find out later that
he strongly disliked hog-keeping and want to dispose of them or
vice versa.

The information on future preferences is just not

available.
However, some decision has to be made and some assumption about future preferences must be made in evaluating future
programs of action.
the situation.

What assumption is made will depend upon

(It may be t hat an organization specialist could

relieve t he farmer's uncertainty to some extent in such s ituation s by reviewing his experi ence of other farmers' reactions in
simil ar situations.)

In t he terms of our model we avoid t hi s

question by assumi ng t hat a s et of goals exists •
. It is easy and instructive t o make t his analytical separation between 'preference' uncertainties and 'opportuni ty ' uncertaintie s in t heo retical terms but in our model as outlined by
Hildre th , t his distinction is not made , uncertainty of either
t y pe being aggre ga ted into the se t of 'events .'

Th is is deemed

acceptable mainl y because actions taken to combat uncertainty
of either type will be s i mil ar in terms of t he pro duction plan
adopted.

For further discu ssion and a review of the ways of re -

acting to uncertainty, the reader may refer to Heady (2 ,p . 500).
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We can see that the model so far elaborated does allow for
uncertainty.

It now remains to show how the model can be modi-

fied to incorporate the dynamic nature of problem situations .
The Dynamic Model
According to Hicks (28, p. 192), the change f rom a static
to a dynamic system in t he theory of t he firm requires that two
ammendments are necessary .

Thus, the elemen ts of the system

have to be dated and the values of t he criterion function corresponding to the different consequ ences have to be replaced by
discounted values.
We will modify our model in a s i milar manner thus, we will
append time subscripts to the elements to date t hem and we will
replace our set of consequences by a set of state vari ables
(s € S ).

These state variables will be re garde d as defining

the state of t he system at any particular time.

The value of

the criterion function evaluated for each time period will
then reflect t he discounted value of each of the 'states of
the world. '
ut = ~t(st)

where ~t re flec ts the discounted value.

The state variables will be determined by t he actions and
events occurring in that period and the values of the state
variables resulting from the previous time period.
st= ~t(xt,zt, 6 t-1)
And, as we have noted before, the set of possible actions
in a particular time period will be determined by the state of
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the system (e. g., availabilities of land, labor, capital,
etc. ) •
Xt t

Xt

and

Xt = G (st_ 1 ) whe re G is a relation defining the
bounds upon the set of actions.
We should notice also that as each cycle passes more
information will become available .

In this way t he elements

of any or all of the sets defining the problem situation may
change.

In particular, we might note that although t he events

zt are outside t he farmer's control, he may predict which
event zt will occur in each time period: t=t,t+1, •••• ,t+n.
But with the passing of every time period and accumulation of
more information, better predictions of t he Zt will be possible.
It is convenient to bring in t he concept of a planning
horizon at this point.

And we can define it here, descrip-

tively, as the length of time over which expectations are
formulated - in the above ca se, n periods.
A Pro blem Situation as a Quadruple
The previous model which we des cri bed as outlined by
H ild~eth

seems to make t he i mplicit assumption common to

economic theory that the farmer's goals cannot be achieved,
i.e., that t he goals are unrealistic.

When we consider t he

f armer as a reflective goal changing unit as we saw earlier
and as seem to be the interpretations implied by the work on
simulation of human problem solving, we see that this is not
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necessarily the case.

A better interpretation of the situa-

tion would seem to be that the farmer has a s et of goals and
a system which he is controlling.

As long a s he does not

recognize a disparity between goal s or achievements, no
problem is reco gnized.

However, such a disparity may occur

due to either a revision of t he farmer's goals or results
occurring which are no t as good as were expected.

In either

case, t he disparity is not likely to be so large t hat no
reconciliation is possible.
(23 ), fo r example).

(Results of Lee and Chas t a in,

If, t herefore, we consider a problem

situation i n this ligh t, our origi nal model of a triple
(A, B,

~)

seems more appropri ate.

However, we sh ould perhaps

bring another component into this definition t o reflect the
unco ntrollability, unpre dictabil ity , and difficultie s of
measurement, which surround real world problem si tuations.
We will, thus, bring into our model a set of even ts- Zs c Zt ·, but, as before, we will drop t he subscript s.

We should note

t hat Zt will also have the hierarchical 'list' type structure
of t he other element s of our definition.

Our model can,

therefore, be re garded as a quadruple:
(A, Z, B, ~ ) where Ac At, Z c Zt, B c Bt, ~ c ~ t
(At , Zt, Bt,

~

t) is the actual overall problem

si tuation wh ich exists.a
awe conceptualize t he overall problem situation as a
hypothetical 'model' of infinite detail.

and
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In this model the solution will be the sequence of
processes or actions which achieve t he goals B in light of
t h e expected (predicted) event z.
Conceptualizations of Farmers and Economists
It is interesting now to note the similarity which exists
between our dynamic interpretation of Hildreth's model and the
definition above since in a more or less equivalent way , we
could write Hildreth 's model as:
(St_ 1 ,zt,St,Xt) where St def ines the goals to be
ac hieved in period t.
The criterion function~ is only needed because we assume
'insatiable preferences' instead of a s et of satiable goals
which could be expressed in terms of future 'states' or consequences.
It is the writer's opinion t hat economists sh ould re a lize
that our mo del of problems and problem solving , wh ich we have
derived fro m psycholo gists' s i mulations of t he problem s olving
process, is a more use f ul one for solving s ubpro blems a rising
in t he practical managerial process.
It is only when we consider t he long run effect which
occurs as farmers revise t h eir goal s to t he level of achievement possi ble that t h e usual economist s ' model is a ppropriate.
That means we can distinguish here between problems as t he y
are perceived by t he farmer and problems as t hey are perceived by the economist.

The economists' conception is one
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optimization of the overall problem whereas the farmer's
conception is one of reconciling ach ievements and goals for
the models of t h e overall s ituation which he recognizes.
However, the overall effect of the farmer's management
procedure, including revision of goals, is one of attempted
optimization.
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IMPERFECT I NFORMATION AND THE MANAGEMENT PROCESS
The Effects of I mperfect Knowledge
The h eading for t his chapter implies that in some
problem situations complete information is a vail a ble re garding the elements of t h e problem .

When this occurs , however ,

it is because either we are only dealing with a very small
subse t of t h e elements of t h e overall real world s ituati on
or we are dealing with some hypo t hetical pro blem (such as a
mathematical problem) .

It seems true to say t hat we can

never conceive a perfect comprehension of an overall real
world problem situation, only of certain elements formin g a
model a bstracted from it .

And, frequently it happens that

we wish to solve models a bout which we have only imperfect
knowledge re garding t he components , i . e ., we may not be aware
of .!!!!. possi ble a ctions or all events which may occur .

We

may not be able to predict exactly which event will occur .
We may not know t h e consequences exactly or which conse quences re sult f rom which actions and events.

We may not even

know t he criterion function exactly , but for our purposes we
are assuming t hat we do . a
The question then arises of wha t diffe r ence does t h is
make to our a bility to derive
lem?

the~

solution to t he pro b-

It follows as an elementar y principle of control t h eory
aAs a set of we i ghted goals.
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which we were co nsidering earlier that any solution we derive
without perfect information will be unlikely to be the true
solution but it is likely to be an approximation of the true
solution.
There are many different approaches to the solution of
imperfectly a bstracted and imperfectly quantified models of
problems .

One of t he commonest methods both in t heory and

practice used by farmers and economists alike is t he assumption of certainty .

While this assumption seems to be a

legitimate one for static probiems in dynamic problems its
use involves t h e danger of investing fixed resources in a
way which later turns out to be sub-optimal.

In solving

dynamic problems, therefore, a farmer's information may
indicate a certain s equence of actions but before he invests
in a particular plan, t he farmer should attempt to measure
t he de gree of uncertainty surrounding his information .

If

his information appear s to be good t he n t h e plan will proba bly turn out to be quite close to t h e true optimal plan.
However, if the uncertainty surrounding the information is
hi gh, t he farmer may be better off to invest some resources
into incorporating

s om~

flexibility into his plan (i.e.,

inve s t in providing greater possibilities for control in
t he future).

Or, he may prefer to invest in better informa-

tion with which to formulate his plans.

In all cases, he will

have to decide between more efficient operation in the
present or in the future.

Hence, much will depend upon the
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rate at which he discounts future income.
Other approac hes to the pro bl em of deriving solutions
under incomplete information have been attempted.

It seems

t hat at t he present t here is no simple and precise answer to
the problem.

One approach which has received considerable

attention has been t hat of t he Game t heory.

But most of

t hese models hypothesize t he situation of complete information regarding all the elements of our generalized problem
situation except for the information about which event will
occur.

For this it assumes complete ignorance.

It seems,

therefore, that it hypothesizes an extremely rare situation
and probably for t his reason has not found much practical
application.
Any study of decision making under uncertainty seems to
involve t he calculus of variations which i s normally too
complicated for most practical purposes, although t here
seems to be some hope that practical assistance in t his
direction will come from stochastic program.ming models (29).a
So far, h owever, t hese model s have not received too much
attention.
We see, t herefore, t hat as far as helping t he f armer to
decide how to react to uncertainty in practice is concerned,
t he majority of O.R. methods are of little help.

The only

t hing which they seem capable of doing is to reduce the
asee also References 30, 3 1, 32, 33 , 34, 35 , 36 .
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uncertainty by allowing better data to be computed and larger,
more detailed models to be utilized.
While t here seems to be much scope for further study of
decision making procedures under uncerta inty, it will not be
appropriate for us to pursue t his subject very far due to
(1) the comparatively poorly developed state of t his area of
t heory and (ii) t h e fact t h at we are more interested in t he
procedures actually used by farmers.

We will tend to consi-

der only methods of eliminating uncertainty from t he model.
The Assumption of Certainty
A factor which is of ten used for classifying O.R. methods
is t h at of t he informationa l states surrounding t he set of
events of problems which t h e methods are designed to deal
with .

Thus, Eisengruber and Nielson (29 ) consider t he decision

making models of farm management as falling within three
classes:

i)

where t he set of events ('states of nature')
can be pre dicted with certainty .
ii) where they can be predicted only by a
certa in probability
iii) where t hey ca nnot be predicted at all.
These refer to t he so-called state s of certainty, risk and
uncertainty re spe ctively .
Farmers' mental proces s es and, indeed, human mental
processes in ge neral s eem to encounter great difficulty in
dealing with stochastic elements of problem situations.

If

our model of t h e human mental processes is at all realistic,
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this is not surprising since elements of t he real world are
hypothesized to be stored as discrete data in t he memory.
These data are constants which do not change except as t he
result of manipulations of t hem .

The only possibility for

dealing with stochastic elements mentally (or on a computer)
will, t here f ore, rely on using discrete data in a deterministic conceptualization of t h e stochastic processes.
Un.fortunately , t hese deterministic conceptualizations are
normally much more complicated and are therefore avoided as
much as possible.

Th i s is no . doubt t he reason why, in t he

writer's experience, farmers usually deal with lack of knowledge by first assuming t ha t it does not exist; i.e., t h ey
assume t hat t he ir estimate s of t h e elements of t he model are
completely accurate.

They t hen modify t he solution to the

model to make allowance s fo r the dangers of committing
resources to plans wh ich later turn out to be sub-optimal .
We can examine some of t he simplifications which result from
the . assumption of certainty in terms of our generalized model.
Thus , we noted earlier

=~

y

(x ,z ) but z is assumed known with certainty

so we can write

=N

y

(x )

or, in wo rd s, the outcome will depend only upon the farmer's
actions.

But since his criterion fun ction is
U

and, hence

=$

(y),

u=e

we can write U

(x).

=~

(N (x) )
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And he can t hus determine the optimal action xO by maximizing
t he value of t he composit9 function
of possi ble actions X.

e directly, over t h e set

Al s o, certainty means he will not

need to specify all the events which may occur - only the
predicted event.
'

Because our main interest is in the O.R. methods in
relation to t he normal f ar m management processes as carried
out by farmers, we will largely restrict our attention to
the O.R. methods which mak e t he a s sumption of certainty .a
Unless stated to the contrary, this assumption will be
i mplicit in most of our ensuing discussion.
Similarly, we will deal mainly with sta tic models to
simplify our discussion.

However, t he use of a static model

causes little loss of generality once t he assumption of
certainty h as been made.

Thi s is because t he feature of a

dynamic decision model which distinguishes it most from t he
static model is t hat of accumulati ng uncertainty with each
sequential decision.

However, once t he assumption of certain-

ty ls made, this distinction disappears.
Similarly, since we will be dealing with certainty , we
will not have to distinguish between actions and strate gies
and will simply refer to t he set of actions.

a

Although , of course, numerous possibilities for simple
modifications of t h ese methods to partially account for lack
of knowledge do exist.
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THE HIERARCHY OF INTERPRETATIONS
OF THE OVERALL PROBLEM SITUATION
We saw in sections (v) and (iv) of Ch apter 5 how we
could define a problem as a quadruple.

For further

discussion we will utilize t he followin g nomenclature.a
s - a vector of variables defining the state
of the system which exi s ts
y - a vector of variable s defining t he aspirational
state of t he world or, in other words, t he
farmer's goals
z - a vector of event variables defining t h e event
which occurs
x - a vector of action variables defining the
action taken by t he farmer to control the
system
(s,y,z,x) - the quad ruple defining t he model of
t h e problem situation.
And, as before, we can imagine t he overall problem facing
the farmer as a hypothetical construct in t he form of the
quadruple (S, Y, Z, X) where t he variables defining t he
vectors s, y, z, and x are subsets of t he corresponding sets
of variables de f ining t he sets

s, Y, Zand X.

Th e .Hierarchy of Interpretations
of t he Component Sets of Models
We have so far seen that we can define a model as a
quadruple of component sets of variables and t hat t he solution to t he model is an action x, which, for t h e given event
art may be noted t h at we are defining a problem
situation in terms of a model of it.
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z, will transform the given state of the system, s, into
the desired or 'aspirational' state of t he system, y.

Also,

we have seen how t h e real world 'operator' or transformation
is simulated in the model by the functional operator Y\_,
where
y

=~

(x , z,s)

This functional operator is built up from more elementary operators, or, as we called them in Chapter 3, information processes.

Thus,

may be a func t ion derived by

processes of addition, subtraction, multiplication , division,
squaring, etc.

These are the arithetic operators derived

from the even more elemen tary processes of lo gic ( 30, p. 163)
namel y , the or-operation, the and-operation and t he negation
operation.

We can re gard these t hree processes as t he most

basic logic operations from wh ich t h e more complicated lo gic
operations can be derived and, hence, t he common arithmetic
operations.
In s ol ving the model any or all of t hese

operat~ons

may

be performed upon t he variables defining t he vectors s, y,
z, and x.

We can, in thi s way, see t hat we do indeed have

a 'model' in the truest sense of t h e word •

.And, it is quite

likely as we saw in Chapter 3 that t hese processes are very
similar to t h e ones carried out in t he human mind during
the process of problem solving .

Indeed, down to the level

of the simpler arithmetic operations, it is obvious t hat to
a large extent they are.
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Until the last two decades all these manipulations
were limited to human mental processes, perhaps aided to
some extent by t he physical equipment of paper and pencil,
abacus, or other simple calculating machines.

However, it

is now possible to program a computer to perform all t h ese
operations upon t h e entitles in its memory (which correspond
to variables).
It ls our purpose now to consider the form of these
variables and t he hierarchical relationships between them.
We will do so because, as we saw earlier, this hierarchical
structure of related subsets seems to be characteristic of
t he way humans relate t heir various mental entitles (variables)
which correspond to t he elements of their environment.
Evidence for this comes from its intuitive acceptability and
because it was one of the crucial elements of the suc.cessful
computer simulation models used by

Newell~~·

in (15).

In our conceptuali zation of a quadruple we have
four sets of variables all of which can be regarded as defining the real world counterparts t hey relate to.

That is, we

can imagine each variable as corresponding to an element of
the real world.

But, there is no single representation of

t hese variables which can be said to exactly correspond to
t he elements of the real world.

As we have seen, they are

all abstractions and approximations of some degree (15).
For example, we might select three state variables to
describe a farm system.

These might be r, the value of
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resources available; c, t he quality of the climate, and y ,
t he income it provides.

We might thus describe it as a

triple (r,c,y) which .for a particular farm system might be
(5,000; 50; 1000).

The reader will notice that t hese numbers

by t hemselves tell us nothing.
to know that r

= 5,000

For them to be useful we need

defines the value in dollars of

resources available each year on the farm.

Similarly, we

need to know that 50 defines t he rating of the climate on a
given scale of climate evaluation, and that 1,000 defines the
net income in dollars from t he farm each year.
We see then that t he state of the system is defined by
a set of three variables.

However, we can easily see, also,

that each of these three variables migh t be defined by or
'classified into' similar subsets of variables.

Thus, r

might be defined by the values of land, labor and capital
available each year; 1.e., r

=f

(land , labor, capital).

Similarly , c might be defined by r ainfall, length of frost
free period, average li ght intensity and average summer
temperature.

And, y might be define d by t he costs and

returns evaluated in dollars per year .
Obviously this process of subdivision is an infinite
one and , in any particular mode l, will have to be terminated
at some point where the required vector of all t he most
elementary variables is still of a manageable size.
In a similar way, we can regard all the other component

sets of our quadruple as having t his hierarchy of interpre-
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tations.

(Indeed, we might consider all the variables defin-

ing the problem situation as having t his hierarchical relationship, the initial partition being that of our quadruple
(s,y,z,x) ).
Some examples of this structure are given in Figures 10
and 11.

We have distinguished in these figures between the

variables defining the initial state and the variables defining the aspir ational state or goals, but, of course, for the
dynamic model, this distinction canno t exist since , in this
case, the goal s for one time period define the initial state
for the next period, etc.
The I solati on and Identification of Variables
It will be clear from the above discussion and examples
that to i solate and identify any variable, we need to . have
three t ypes of information about it.
Its quantitative valuea
A list of t he attri butes defining its
identifying subsets
(iii) The r elationsh ip between the identifying
attributes (their order in t he classification
and procedures for aggregation, etc.)
(1)

(ii)

To use our previous example, if we knew $700 . 00 was t he
value of labor available on the farm, we would know that t he

aFo r our purposes we will assume that the value of a
variable will be a numerical quantity. However, it might
be a color or a shape, etc.
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-------

Production
Characteristi cs

Consumption Characteristics

~

-----------

Pecuniary Consumption
Characteristics

Non- Pecuniary
Consumption
Characteristics

Resource
Availabilities

---~~~

Managerial
Capacity

-

Land
Available

Capital
Available

EVENT VARIABLES

Variables Affecting
Consumption

------- --------------

Changes of
Preferences

Variables Affecting
Production

Changes
in Income

Technologi cal
Changes

Figure 10.

Labor
Available

Weather
Occurrences

Changes
in Prices

Changes
in External
Financial
Situation

Personnel
Changes

Examples of the hierarchy of interpretations
of state variables and event variables
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------ --------ACTION VARIABLES

Entrepreneurial Activities
(Production )

Leisure Activities
(Consumption )

--------

Daytime •

Activi~ie s

/ ~

""'

' Night -time
Activitie s

Field Crop
Activities

Livestock
Ac ti vi ties

--------------Row Crop
Non- Row .I Crops

\Hogs

Sheep

--------------/!~
I~
le\
GOAL VARIABLES

Consump t 1 on Level

Food

Clothes

Profit Level

Ent ertainment

Crop
Costs

Figure 11.

1ts

Livestock
Costs

Crop
Livestock
Receipts Receipts

Examples of the hierarchy of interpretations
of action variables and 'aspirational' or
goal variables
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value of t he third component variable of r was 700a.

Con-

versely, if we found out that 700 was the value of t he
third component variable of r, t h en we would know that
~700.00

worth of labor was available.

That is, we can uti-

lize the identifying attributes which define the related
subsets f or the processes of both storage and retrieval of
data.
The Advantages to be Gained
from the Hierarchical Structure
The reader will notice t hat t he existence of t he identifying attributes mentioned above makes t he processes of
both storage and retrieval far more eff icient .

This is

because only one identify ing attribute needs to be recorded
for each set of data rather t han all identifying attributes
for ea ch datum individually .

Also, t he search is re s tricted

to one attri bute over each identi fying set rather t han all
attributes over all variables in t he model.
The re ade r will doubtless also notice the applicability
of t he above remarks to any recording situation; for example,
data in a file, fi gures in a deck of punch cards, or simple
mental memori zation.

aThe r eader will notice that even for the purposes of
t his discussion we have to u s e the identifying attribute
'r' to identify t he set we are referring tol
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A further advantage to be gained from the h ierarchy of
interpretations is t hat it allows t he problem solver to
adapt t he degree of detail being used to t he need f or detail
in the particular model under consideration and it makes
possible the decomposition of t he overall model into related
submodels defined by subsets of the overall component sets
of variables.
As a t ypical example, a farmer will , mentally, break t he
operation of his farm down into enterpri s e s (subproblems).
Then he considers t he opera tion of each enterprise separate l y as more detailed submodels and deals with t he interactions
of t hese enterprises at a ' hi gher level' in another submodel.
Clearly, this would be impossible without the hierarchy of
interpretations we have been considering.
Reasons for t he Farmer's Mental Hierarchy of Interpretations
The f ollowing discussion is based largely upon the work
of Newell and Simon (1, p. 40).

Thus, Simon states (1, p . 43)

t hat "hierarchy is t he adaptive fo r m for f i nite intelli gence
to assume in t h e face of complexity ."

He points out t h at

hierarchical subdivi sion is a char acteristic which is common
to virtually all complex system s of which we have knowledge.
Thus , "Complex biological or ganisms are made up of subsystems:
di gestive, circulatory, and so on.

These subsystems are

composed of organs, organ s of tissu es and tissu es of cells.
The cell is, in turn, a hierarchically organized unit, with
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nucleus, cell wall, cy toplasm, and other subparts."

Similar-

ly, he refers to the structures of physics, chemistry and
cosmology, electrons and protons, atoms, molecules, particles,
planets, galaxies, etc.a
He suggests two reasons why complex systems should be
hierarchical.
(1)

"Among possible sys t ems of a given size and
complexity , hierarchical syste ms , composed of
subsys tems , are t he most likely to appear
through evolutionary processes."

To explain t his h e give s t he f ollowing example.

Two

watchmakers are as sembling watches containing 1,000 parts
each and are periodically interrupted by t he telephone so
t hat they have to put down their work.

The watches assembled

by the first fall apa rt completely i f t hi s happens before the
assembly of t he watch is f ini shed; whe re as , the watches
assembled by t he se cond con s i s t of subassemblies which do not
fall apart when t hey are comple tely assembled .

Obviously, if

t he telephone interrupts t hem a t all frequently, the second
will assemble many mo re watches than the f ir s t.
(2)

"Among syst ems of a given s i ze and comple xity ,
hierarchical systems require much less information transmis sion among their part s t han do
oth er t y pe s of systems ."

Thus, as an organization grows, the number of pair s of
membe r s of t h e organization grows with t he square (and t he
aThe reader may note from the s e example s t hat t he
h ierarchy of interpretations is facilitated by the clear
hierarchy of the structures.

number of subsets even more rapidly).

If each member, in

order to act effectively , has to know in detail wh at each
oth er member is doin g, the total amount of information tha t
has to be transmitted in the organiz a tion will grow at least
proportionately with the square of t h e size.

I f the organi-

zation is subdivided into units, it may be possible to arrange
matters so that an individual needs detailed information only
about the behavior of individuals in his ' own unit, and
simply aggre gative summary information about average behavior
in other units.

If t his is so, and if the organization con-

tinues to subdivide into suborganizations by cell division
as its size grows, keeping the size of t he lowest level
subdivisions constant, t he total amount of information that
has to be transmitted will grow only slightly more t han
proportionately with size.
If we consider the variables of the f armer's mental model
as t h e equivalent of the members of an organization, we can
immediately see the implications of t hese remarks for the
farmer's problem solving processes.

Thus, in accordance with

the first reason outlined by Simon, the farmer will need to
deal with the overall problem by solving t he submodel of
first one part and then anoth er.

(And, in a real world

dynamic situation, the problem situation will be continually
changing).

That is, by t he nature of t h e problem situation

t he solution process has to be one of discrete steps.

Simi-

larly, in accordance with the second reason outlined by Simon,
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we have already seen t hat t he farmer ' s mental capacity is
one of t he factors limiting t he pro blem solving process;
t hus, any way in w? ich he can cut down on t he manipul a tions
required to solve his model will allow a more detailed model
to be used.

Thus, i f t he f armer can subdivi de his overall

model and hence, cut down the number of manipulations
(mental transf er of information), t hen he will be a ble to
deal with more variables in his model.

It will be seen t hat

t he farmer will have to compromise between i gnoring some of
t he interactions between t he vari ables an d excluding some
variables.
We might also note in pa renthe s is how these two factors
will compete with t he accuracy of t he s olution of t he model
since characteristically t he s t ages of computa tion wh ich
i mmediately precede the final solution do not increase t he
value of t h e solution very much .a

Thus , t he f armer may

prefer to use only line ar rel a tionshi ps with no i nteractions
between t he variables e xcept in terms of t he restraints upon
t he s et of fea s ible actions and may pre f er to truncate t he
solution process when it nears t h e optimal solution in favor
of u s ing a more compreh ens ive model .

Indeed, it i s probably

for exa ctly t h e s e reasons why t h e technique of linear pro-

a I f decreasing re turns e xi s t t hroughout , ea ch stage
frequently tends to yield less and le ss increase over the
value of t he existing suboptimal s olution.

gramming has been accepted so readily in practical situations
rather than its more exact and sophisticated nonlinear
counterparts.a
To summarize therefore, we can say that hierarchy is
indeed a common phenomena in t he everyday problem solving
prooeee used by farmers and some re a sons !or this are:

Due to t he dynamic nature of real world
situations the s olution process must be
intermittent and must, t herefore, be
solvable in stages.
(ii) By i gnoring some of the less i mportant
interactions be tween variables, t he
hierarchical structure can be used to
fac ilita te a reduction in t he number of
manipulations required to solve t he
model and hence allows an otherwi s e more
comprehensive model to be employed.
(iii) It has an important functi on in increasing
the efficiency of storage and retrieval of
data (as we saw in the last section).
(i)

awe will consider these techniques more fully in the
next chapter.
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THE ORIGIN OF THE SET OF FIXED GOALS FOR PRODUCTION
As we noted in t he last section, t he real world situation facing a farmer is dynamic and continually changing ;
hence, the farmer ' s mental model of the overall problem as
well as its optimal solution will need continual revision.
However, obviously, at any stage a model and its solution
will exist, even though it may be suboptimal and perhaps
in.feasible.
In t his thesis we have chosen to deal only with t h e
production problem facing t he farmer; however, it should not
be for gotten that this is only a part of the overall problem
situation facing the farmer.

That is, as shown in Figures

10 and 11, t h e farmer also has a consumption problem to
solve and t he solutions to t hese two subproblems are hi ghly
interdependent.

ijowever, at any point in time we can ex-

pect that t he f armer will have perceive d a mental model of
both subproblems and t h eir solutions.

We can now see t hat

it i s t he s e existing solutions to t he f armer's mental model
which provide t he fixed go als for production which we spoke
of earlier.
It will a gain be obvious t hat since t he production and
consumption problems are not independent, it will be hard
for another person , for example - t he management specialist,
to solve t h e production pro blem independently of the consumption problem.

For this to be possible the farmer and
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advisor must agree on some criterion function e (x) which
expresses the value in terms of the consumption subproblem
of each possible solution to his production subproblem.
Alternatively, the farmer might formulate a series of goals
for the management specialist; or, what is more common, he
may express the appro priate criterion for t he management
specialist in terms of a functional criterion to gether with
certain other goals to be achieved.

For example, t he cri-

terion decided upon migh t be : profit maximization over a
planning horizon of four years , as the functional criterion,
together with t he goals t hat he does not work longer than
ten h ours on any one day and longer than eight hours on the
average.

He might also include t he goals t hat he should

keep two horses to ride, or, if the farmer greatly enjoys
dairying, he might set the goal of at least thirty dairy
cows to be kept.
The reader will notice that the set of fixed goals thus
takes the form of further restraints upon the set of actions.
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THE l".t.ATHEMATICAL PROGRAMM I NG MODEL

We can regard the mathematical programming model as
essentially the mathematical equivalent of the generalized
model we have been considering under t he assumption of
certainty.

Certain modifications of this model to take

account of risk are possible, however, and t he interested
reader is referred to the work of Charnes and Cooper
(31; 32 , p. 11 3 ) and Madansky ( 33) for fur t he r information
on t h is aspect in relation to static models .

And, in rela-

tion to risk in dynamic models one is referred to t h e multistage decision making approach of Dantzig and others (34) .
Tb e reader is also referred to t h e statistical approach of
Holt, Modigliani , Muth and Simon (35 ) and the simulation
approac h clearly outlined by Zusman and Armiad (36 ).
The important difficulties involved in accounting for
risk in t he static and dynamic models seem to be as follows :
thus, in the static model , t he main difficulty seems to lie
in imperfect knowledge surrounding t he restraints and hence
in determining a compromise between (i) caution required to
maintain feasibil ity of the action decided upon and (ii) t he
consequent reduction in potential achievements resulting from
such caution.

In the dynamic model the difficulty lies in

the need to find the optimal strategy or 'deci sion rule'
rather than just the optimal action, and t his is, of course,
made even more difficult by the need, as in t he static model,
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to maintain feasibility at all times.
It will be obvious to the reader t hat models wh ich
include risk are a much better approxima tion of t he real
world pro blem facing t he farmer but we will largely omit
t hem from our discussion for the following reasons: (i) We
are interested in t he O.R. models in relation to the management process as carried out by farmers and we hypothesized
earlier t hat certainty is t he a ssumption normally employed
by

farmers, (ii) t h e manipula tions required to solve t h e

models taking account of uncertainty are so much more numerous and complicated t hat t he value of most of t he relevant
O.R. methods available is dubious.
Mathematical Statement of the Model
We noted earlier t hat t h e production function model
was:

u =

maximize
where

Yi

i

G (yi)

= fi(xj,zk)

j

k

= 1, 2, ••••••• m
= 1,2, ••••••• nj
= 1 , 2, ••••••• nk

subject to restraints of the form:
g (xj ,

zk ) { !:: , =,

~} o

In terms of our generalized problem situation we
f ormulated t h e problem as t hat of f inding the strategy
where
t

= t,t+1, ••••• t+n

er
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which maximizes t he function

V=

<:<f"ll

~ Ut=

,fe ~
t~n

(st)

where st = ~ t(xt,zt, st-1)

and wh ere Xt is defined by the set Zt and st_ 1
We saw later, however, that with t h e assumption of a static
model under certainty t his reduced to:
max

X£X

U

= e

(x)

where X is defined by zt and St-l
However, it will be clearly seen that in a static model
under certainty zt and st-l are constants.

Thus, we can

define the set X of possible actions by restraints of the
form:
i

= 1, 2 , •••••• m

where bi is a constant derived from the constants zt and
st_ 1 and xis restricted to be . non-negative.
This latter restriction of x

~

0 is a most i mportant

one in allowing t he translation of real world situations
into mathematical fo r m since many real world varia bles such
as acreage of corn grown, numbers of pigs kept, etc., can
never assume a ne gative value.

No lo ss of generality need

result from t hi s restriction, however, s ince any variable Xj
which is unrestricted in sign can be repl aced by two variables, say xj and -xj.

A ne gative value for t h e variable xj

will then correspond to a positive value for -xj.

Finally, t h erefore, we can see t hat t he math ematical
form of t he ge neral mat hematical progr amming model can be
written as t he problem of finding the vector x such t ha t

u

=e

(x)

is maximized

subject to:
gi{x)
x

{ ~,
=

-, ~} bi

i= 1, 2, ••••• m

0

wh ere x is an n - vector defining t h e optimal
action x.
We s hould notice t hat t he direction of t he inequality
of a restraint can be reverse d by multiplying each term of
t he restraint by -1.

Also, by t h e addition of variabl es to

account f or 'slack' occurring in any of t h e restraints, we
can change inequality restraints to equalities.

Thus, we

lose no generality by writing the general form of t he
restraints as either.
gi (x)
or

&:..

bi

i

= 1,2, ••••• m

gi (x) = bi

Also we can transpose terms so that
gi (x) - bi ~ O
which we will prefer to write as
G (x)

~

0

or, as we saw above, with no loss of generality as t h e
equality
G (x)

=0

Two particular model s which have ri ghtly demanded
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special attention and special algorithms for solving t hem
are t he quadratic and linear programming models .
We have already noted some of t he arguments for t h e
popularity of linear models .

We can now define a linear

pro gram as the model which arises when both the objective
function

e

(x) and t he restraints gi(x) are linear homoge-

neous functions .

In t his case, we can write t he linear

programming i n ma trix notation as:
maximize

U

= ex

subject to Ax
and

x

~

=b

0

where c and x are n-vectors, b is an m-vector and A is an
m x n matrix.
Similarly, t he qu adratic program with quadratic objective (criterion) function and linear restraints may be
written
maximi ze

U

su b ject to
and

x

~

= ex+
Ax

=b

x'Dx

O

where the quadratic form x'Dx is composed of t he n-vec tor x
and an n x n matrix D.
Necessary and SUfficient Conditions f or Solving t he Model
Among t he f irst people to provide a ·f ormal discussion of
the necessary and sufficient conditions for 'solvability' of
t he general programming model were Kuhn and Tucker (37).
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In general we may say that it is only possible to solve
the mathematical model of the last section, in practical
situations, using

~resently

available solution algorithms,

if the following conditions are fulfilled (38, p . 200) .

=

(1)

The functions 0 and gi for i
1,2, ••• m
are continuous concave functions over t he set
of feasible actions xa
(ii) The variables defining the set of actions X
are continuous variables over t he whole set
(iii) At least one feasible solution exists.
Fortunately , most of tbe problems arising in practice
do involve concave functions of

e

and gi.

Due to the fact

that diminishing marginal returns are normal f or most economic problems.
Probably one of the greatest difficulties for t he model
comes from variables defining t he vector x which are not
continuous; and, no really satisfactory method for dealing
with these so-called 'discrete ' variables has yet been
devised .
One of the simplest and yet sophisticated algorithms
for dealing with the general programming problem has been
outlined by Hartley and Hocking (39 ), although another,
apparently satisfactory method has been given by Dantzig

(4o, p . 471 ), and numerous others dealing with either the
general programming model or certain special situations have
aif it is required to minimize t he value of U, then the
function e must be convex rather t han concave.
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been suggested .

In particular, much attention has centered

around the solution of the quadratic and linear programming
models. . Both t h ese models are now solvable in a routine way
and computer programs for both are now readily a vailable
(41, p. 123), (42).

Th e reader will notice that the neces-

sary and sufficient conditions for solvability are automatically satisfied for the continuous linear model if a
feas ible solution does exist; also, for the continuous
quadratic model if the matrix Dis negative definite or
semi-definite and at least one feasible solution exists.a
The fual Formulation and Some Interpretations
It has been said that the problems of allocation and
value are inseparable.

We will now attempt to show this more

clearly below.
It has been shown, initially by Kuhn and Tucker ( 37 )
and by othe rs mo re recently (38 , p. 20 1) that if we talce the
programming problem

=e

u

max.

subje ct to

(x)
~

0

where the funct ion s

e

and

x

~

G (x)

O

(x) and G (x) : {g1 (x) - b1}
are continuous and concave over the se t X and formulate the
LaGrangian expression.

~
a

(x,y)

=0

(x) + y(G(x)

)

See for example Gass (41, p. 173) and Boot (42).
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then if x 0 is a vector which maximizes t he value of the
objective function U, for the given restraints, t hen there
exists an m-vector y 0 such t hat ~ (x0 ,y0

)

is a saddle point

of the function~ (x, y ), that is:

. ~ (x,yO)

=~

(xO,yO) = ~ .(xO,y)

Also, it has been s hown t hat t he condition t hat ~ (x 0 ,y 0

)

is

a saddl e point, is a necessary and sufficient condition for
t he solution to be the optimal solution of t he programming
problem.

In other words, for the purpo ses of finding t he optimal
solution of t he problem, it is i mmateria l whether we do so
by finding t h e vector x, which maximizes t he value of the
LaGrangian expression, or t he vector, y, which minimizes t he
expression.

These two approaches correspond to what are

often called t he primal and dual solution procedures.
However , to solve the problem it is necessary to find t he
optimal vectors for both x and y .

This is because the

attainment of a saddle point is t he criterion which tells us
we have reached the optimal solution.
It will now be clearer why we mentioned at t he be ginning
of t h is section that the problems of allocation and value are
inseparable problems.

Thus, let us re gard t he vector x as

defining an allocation between alternative control variables
achieving t he maximum value of U, then we can re gard t he
vector y as defining the marginal values asso ciated with the
constants bi wh ich we derived from variables defining the
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initial state of t h e sy stem; or, in other words, t h e element
y i of the vector y will be t he imputed marginal value of t he
i th variable bi.
y

i

.We can write

= d u

-µi

x

= x0

Since bi can be re garded as a variable defining the state
of t he system and corresponds to an entity wh ich is in short
supply and wh ich limits t he level of achievement which can
be attaine d , it is natural to re gard b1 as defining t h e quantity of a particular 'resource' which is available . The
variable yi will t~en define t h e marginal value of t h e 1th
'resource.'

Naturally, if t he resource is not limiting t he

level of t he optimal solution, this imputed marginal value
or 'dual price' will be z ero.
All t he al gorithms known to t h e writer for solving t he
g eneral pro gramming pro blem (under t h e conditions of continuity and convexity outlined a bove) utili z e iterative computational procedures.

And, in general, it seems true to say

t ha t t hey iterate by alterna tely calculat ing provisional
s ol utions and t hen t h e correspon ding provisional dual prices.
Each provisional vector indicates a way of improving the
estimate of t he other optimal vector.

In this way each

iteration gives a closer approximation of the optimal solution.
The solution process is said to converge to the
optimal solu tion.

Some algorithms converge in a finite
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numbe r nf iterations and some are inf inite pro ce sses which
have to be truncated when a sufficient approximation is
obtained.

It is yet anoth er advantage of the quadratic

and linear models t hat t hey can be sol ved by al gorithms
which converge to the optimum in a finite number of iterations.
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THE OPERATIONS RESEARCH METHODS
IN RELATION TO THE FARMER'S HIERARCHICAL MENTAL MODEL
The Purposes and u·s es of t he Operations Research Techniques
It should be clear from our previous discussion that we
can regard the farmer's conceptualization of the overall
problem situation facing him as a complex hierarchy of submodels.

Also, because he faces a dynamic problem situation,

t he farmer will need to be ma.king continual revisions to the
form of his overall model and ·its solution as new information
becomes available.
Naturally, therefore, if this is a correct interpretation of the management processes of farmers, the objective for

.

the management specialist will be to use the O.R. methods
currently available to assist the farmer in the manipulations
required to formulate and solve this hierarchical model.
We have seen how t he changes occurring in t he problem
situation facing the farmer will mean that revisions of the
structural and quantitative f orm of the farmer's mental
model, and its solution, are needed.

And, we noted how

revisions of the comsumption submodel and its solution normally implied a revision of the goals for production.

Also, we

earlier classified the manipulations of this hierarchical
mental mo del into three different processes: (1) problem
recognition, (ii) problem definition, (iii) problem solution.
We will now proceed to consider these processes in somewhat
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more detail and indicate how the various O.R. procedures
can assist in each process.
It is often stated , for example by Hutton (43) and
Reitman (24), that the modern O.R. methods are only of value
in solving t he model once it has been defined.

It is hoped

that the following chapters will help to show how, in fact,
they can also be regarded as helping in recognizing problems
and in formulating and quantifying models.
The Problem Reco gnition Process Extended
Earlier in our discussion we defined a problem to exist
when a disparity existed between the farme r's goals and the
achie vement of his goals .

Let us now consider this in terms

of t h e hierarchical model which t he farmer conceptualizes.
We see that the farmer ' s production goals will correspond
to the state wh ich should result from implementing the solution of his production model .

Any disparity between goals

and achievements will imply an inadequacy in t he farmer's
mental model and naturally will stimulate the farmer to
revise his model and the mental solution derived from it.
This seems a relatively acceptable intuitive interpretation
of t he real world action of farmers, but before we proceed
any fur t h er, however, we should perhaps recognize at this
point t ha t we can now consider two elements of the solution
to t h e model.

The usual 'solution' or 'action' to be

i mplemented, and the imputed dual prices.

Thus, we can also
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recognize an inadequacy in the model when there is a possibility for a farmer to relieve one of the restraints at a
marginal cost which is less than the dual price (marginal
value).

For example, assume the availability of labor is a

restraint upon the solution of a model and has a dual price
of $10.00 per hour imputed to it.

If the farmer is aware

that he can hire labor at $1.00 per hour, such a disparity
of values will also imply an inadequacy in the model or, in
other words, the existence of a problem.
It is unfortunate that the computation of dual prices
is a much more difficult calculation than the process of
monitoring achievements.

Thus, in practical situations

problems seem to be much less frequently recognized as
disparities in values.

But, as a consequence of the theory

about the saddle point of Chapter 8 , part (iii), it follows
that theoretically both concepts are necessary in problem
recognition.
Th e Approach of Comparative Analysis
Much interest, particularly in the

u.

K., has centered

around the procedure of comparative analysis.

This is a

procedure whereby indices of performance are calculated for
a particular farm for comparison with the averages from
similar farms in the neighborhood (44, p. 27).

In the terms

of our discussion, we might regard each of these indices as
a goal or subgoal and consider each in turn as identifying a
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problem if the index is ' below average .'

Unfortunately,

t here are many diffdculties associated with correctly
interpreting the indices which are calculated.

These have

been pointed out by Candler and Sar gent (45).

However, in

s ome cases, such as the u se of the method to identify
organizational weaknesses on below average farms, the method
does seem to have some practical value (46 ).

The writer

would suggest that t he difficulty of using the method for
improving t he organization of average , or above average
farms is due to t he fact that no attempt is made to compute
the dual prices.

And, we have already seen how necessary

these seem to be in any optimizing procedure.
It should be noted, however, that the compu tation of
' standard figures' or 'indices of performance' is a relativel y straightforward process when carried out with the
aid of a computer.

Hence, much use is made of comparative

analysis procedures both in the United Kingdom and the
United States of America.
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AN INTERPRETATION
OF TIIB MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING ALGORITHMS
IN THE PROBLEM SOLVING PROCESS :
A LINEAR PROGRAMHI NG EXANPLE
It will be clear that the recognition of a problem
corresponds to the recognition of a n inadequacy in the model.
And, we have also noted that dual prices are factors assisting
in the process of problem recognition .

But dual prices are

only available when imputed from an existing model.

Thus, it

would seem that t he processes of r ecognizing a problem and
defining and solving a model are inextricably interrelated.
We will show t h is more clearly in a moment.
The writer feels t hat it is worth noting that we can
interpret very many mathematical programming algorithms as
a combination of all three problem s olving processes .

Thus,

t here seems to be an interesting generality about the process
of first recognizing a problem, t hen defining it, and finally
solving it.

In more concrete terms t hese processes can be

regarded as corresponding to t h e proce s ses of (i) recognizing
an inadequacy in the model, (ii) revi s ing t he model (a process
requiring both t he identi f ication and quantification of new
elements of t he model) and (iii) solving the revised model . a
It should be noted that to be able to s imulate the mental
aAlthough , as we h ave already noted , the process of
solution may be a trivial one when the processes of recognition and definition have been completed.
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manipulations of a farmer in these three processes f or t he
production problem alone, we need to be able to state the
criterion as a function
y , of fixed goals.

e (x) r a t her t han as a go al-vector,

This allows us to ' s imulate' the revision

of goals which would result from t he change which t he farmer
would make to t h e solution of his consumption subpro blem at
each iteration.

It will be noticed that it is t he provision

of this f unctiona l criterion which a llows a mat hematical
programming formulation of t he mode l.
We have already noted some of t he reas ons for the
popularity and value of linear progr amming .

Indeed, a t

present linear progr amming seems to be almost the only
pro gramming algorithm which is used e xtensively in practice.
And , for the reasons we ha ve outline d, t hi s s itua tion seems
likely to remain.

Because of t his predominance of line a r

programming and becau s e we do not wi sh to become involved in
vague generalizations, we will now outline t he way in which
we can interpret common linear progr amming procedures a s
carrying out t h e t hree processes of problem recognition,
def inition and solution.

It will be left to t he reader to

generalize this interpretation to other models and their
solution algorithms.
The Linear Programming Situa tion and Model
Let us assume that a farmer f a ces an overall problem
situation whi ch can be though t of as a hypothetical
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quadruple which exactly descri bes t he real world situa tion
in infinite detail .

And, let us a ssume t hat t he relationships

are linear; that is, tha t

e

(x) is a linear homogeneous

function and t h at the restraints g1 (x) are al s o linear ho mogeneous functions. Also , let us a s sume that the func t ion
9 (x) is given.
To solve t he production problem in such a situation it
will be necessary to construct and solve a linear pr ogram.ming
model of t he form
maximi ze
subject to

U

= ex
Ax

~

b

x

~

0

where c is an

x n vector of 'ne t prices '

x is an n x

vector of ' act ivi ty ' levels
de f i ning a s olu tion

b is an m x 1 ve ctor of 'resource'
ava i labilities
U i s a sca l a r defi ni ng t he 'income' f rom any
feas i ble solution
A is an m x n matrix of 'input-output
coeff i c i ent s '
We have s e en tha t there i s an infinite hiera rchy of
interpretations such tha t t he problem can be dealt with a t
all l evel s of detail, but in pra ct ice t he level of detail
which c a n be employe d i s ve r y l i mite d .
Now let u s a s sume t ha t t he far me r i s opera ting a
particul a r farming ststem which correspond s to t he solution
of a part icular model defi ned by (B0 , b0 ,c 0

);

where B0 is an
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m0 x m0 matrix of ' basis ' vectors which span t be 'decision '
space E111, b 0 c bis the vector of resource availabilities
which 'define' the state of the system in terms of the
limiting

c 0 is a vector of net prices or income

resour~es,

coefficients for t h e activities defining the solution vector
The m x 1 solution vector, x 0 , will be given by
xo

= B~1

bo

Similarly, the dual prices of the limiting resources
will be given by the m x 1 vector y 0 where
Yo

= co

B-1
o

And, owing t o the saddle point t heory, y is the solution
to the dual linear programming model:
minimize
subject to

U

=b y
0

B~

c

y

~

y

=0

The Recognition of a Problem
We can now examine some ways in which a problem may
occur and t he way it can be recognized in terms of t he
linear programming model (41, p. 132 ).
Ways in which a problem may occur
Naturally problems exist all t he time as no farmer will
maintain a perfect solution to the problem situation he fa ces.
However, it would seem t hat he will need to be eternally
watchful for: (i) changes in his criterion function,
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(11) changes in the resource availabilities , (iii) chang es
in the input-output relationships (technological changes).
It may be that a problem always exi s ted but was never
recognized or solved but even if it was , t h e model and its
solution will need revising because of the above changes
which frequently occur.
Ways in wh ich a pro blem may be reco gni zed
It seems that in terms of t he linear program.ming model
a problem may be recognized in any of t h e following ways .

(i)

Reco gnition of a profitable activity
to be included in t he model.
(ii) Reco gnition of an unprofitable activity
to be removed from the model.
(iii) Reco gnition of an infeasi bility in the model.
A profitable 'external' activity will be recognized by

calculating :

ou

ox

= ~j = y 0 Aj-cj

where Aj is an activity external to the model of
basis vector s .

For a more profitable activity~j will be

positive.
An unprofitable activity will be indicated by a positive

value of Llj for a 'slack activity' external to t h e 'model.'

A problem of infeasi bility of the 'model' will be
recognized if for any restraint vector Ai external to t he
basis:

A1 x ~bi
where bi 1s the availability of the 1th 're source .'
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Naturally, an inadequacy will also be recognized if the
problem s ituation corresponding to (B 0 ,b 0 ,c 0

),

changes to

That is, if only quantitative changes are required in t he model and its solution .
It is hoped t hat, for linear program.ming procedures at
least, we have shown how they can easily be interpreted as
aiding in problem recognition.
The Definition of a Problem
We will re gard the pro ce ss of problem definition as
equivalent to the process of model revision.

But, it is

important to realize that we can distinguish two aspects of
t he process of revising a model.

Thus , we can consider t he

process of revising the structure or qualitative form of the
model and the numerical or quantitative form of the model.
That is, we may wish to include or exclude variables and/or
restraints from the model, which we will call a structural
or qualitative revision; or, we may merely wish to revise
t he actual numerical values of certa in variables or relationship s in the model.

We will call this a 'numerical' or

'quantitative' revision of t he model.
Obviously, the linear programming algorithm will not
assist in any quantitative revisions except of course in
revisions to t he solution implied by revisions of the other
variables.

Revisions of a numerical type are normally

obtained by estimation from historical data which must be
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recorded and processed.

However , we will consider this

briefly , later, together with t he potential value of electronic data processing in t his field.

For t he purposes of

our present discussion, we will assume the availability of
such data and show briefly how linear programming procedures
can be re gar ded as assisting in t he process of

the

revi~ing

structural form of t h e model.
Inclusion of activities allowing greater profitability
As we saw earlier in this chapte r, a structural inadequacy in the model can be recognized when an activity is
reco gnized for which

~j

is positive.

When this happens,

it is necessary to include the activity in t he model.
can occur in either of two way s.

This

Thus, t he new activity can

replace a nothe r act ivity in t he model , or, it can be added
to t h e model togeth er with a new and corresponding limiting
restraint .

It may be noticed that this process is almost

exactly t hat of the revised simplex algorithm.
Exclusion of unprofita ble activities
In terms of linear progr amming manipulations, this
procedure can be done quite simply by repl acing t he activity
with t h e corresponding sl ack activity , if such a slack
activit y is def ined.

I f t he corre sponding slack activity

i s not defined, i.e., if t he restraint is an equality
restraint or a minimum re straint , t hen it will not be
legitimate to exclude the activity fr om the model.

However,

if t h e slack is defined, it can be used to replace the
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unprofitable activity in the model, and t hen both the slack
activity and t h e rest raint now corresponding to it can be
i gnored or stricken from the model.
Removal of inf eas i biliti cs
When a problem of infeasibility of the structure of t he
existing model is recogni z ed, it must be removed.

If t he

inf'easibility is due to some important re s traint which is
omitted, it is not dif ficult to include it in t he model, but
it will mean that anoth er restraint becomes inactive and will
have to be removed.

Th e process of replacing the appropriate

re s traint with t he more limiting restraint will t herefore
require several computational steps.

I f t h e infeasibility is

due to activities in t h e model at a negative level this is
most easily rectified by applying t he dual simplex proce dure (41, p. 149).
It is hoped t h at the a bove somewhat brief outline will
show how, by re garding t he existing basic solution as t he
' model,' we can interpret common linear programming procedures as assisting in the structural definition of t he
model of the system.
Th e Solution of t he Problem
We pointed out earlier that the process of solution of
t he model was often trivial once t he model had been defined.
This is clearly demonstrated now since t he solution of the
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nth revised model is given by calculating
x

= .a;_ 1

bn

and

y

= c~1

The reader will recognize that this is only a small
step after each revision to the model has occurred.
Implications of the Interpretation
It can be noted that contrary to what is often suggested
(for example, by Lee and Chastain (23) ), t he processes of
problem recognition, definition, and solution, are al·l
inseparable processes in real life.

This is because it seems

t hat they can only be interpreted in terms of the revision of
an existing model.

We can only re gard t h em as separate

processes as we saw above, if we regard t hem as s tep s in the
revision of a model of an existing problem situation.

It is

seldom possible to reco gnize a problem situation, define a
model and solve it in three separate stages since a pro blem
is only recognized as an inadequacy of an existing model
(eith er mental or 'phy sical').

That is, most problems are

ill-defineda to a certain extent so that the processes of
definition and solution must be carried out together in a
joint, progressive and iterative procedure.
It is accepted t hat t he above example considers only
the linear programming procedures but it will be seen that
the above remarks relate to all t h e nonlinear programming
a

Discussed more fully in the next section .
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procedures also.

This is so becau se the y all adopt a similar

iterative procedure which can be re garded as the equivalent
of performing cyclically the processes of problem recognition, definition and solution in the revision of an existing
model and its solution.
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THE CEARA CTERISTICS OF AN ILL- DEFI NED PROBLEH CONCEPTUALI ZED
It i s worth noting a t t h i s point

t~a t

we c an now

conceptua li z e a t least some of the characteristics of an
ill - defined pro blem.

We have alre ady noted t h a t bo t h

qualitati ve and quantitative specifica tio ns are required
to define a model compl etely .

Surely, t herefore , an ill -

defined problem is one wh ich fa il s to specify exa ctly t h e
model wh ich it i mplies .

Thus , because of the h iera rch y

of interpretation s wh ich we menti oned earlier , a whole
range of models may sati sfy t he spe cifi cations and , h ence ,
also a wh ole r ang e of solution s may re sult .
Common no menclature seems to i nfe r t hat a problem may
b e re garded as ' well - de f ined ' if 5t exactly specifie s only
t h e structura l form of tne model it impl ie s .

T,·/e cons i der

a we ll- defined pro blem to require quan tification of t he
i mpl ie d model , also .

We do ti1is oecaus e i f t h is definition

i s not adopted we may be aole to def ine a problem but not
be able to so lve it ( because '.·re may not be able to quan tif y
it) , an observation which seems somewhat contradictory .

11 1

THE NUMERICAL DATA AND QUANTIFICATION OF THE MODEL
We have seen how we can consider the process of defining
a model as cons isting of the two processes of (i) specifying
the variables which define t he elements of the model and
(ii) t h e quantification of the variables and relationships
between t hem in numerical terms.

We have also seen how the

mathematical programming procedures can be re garded as
helping in the first process but not in the second - that of
quantifying the model.

We will now consider the processes

involved in providing a supply of t he necessary data for
this purpose .
The Mental Processes of Quantification Used by Farmers:
Their Strengths and Weaknesses
in Relation to the Electronic Computer
Earlier, in section (iii) of Chapter 4, we noted that we
could regard the farmer as having a remarkably well-developed
perceptual apparatus.

This provided him with a ' multidimen-

sional sensory influx' which was broken down in an extremely
complex way to a manageable set of discrete environmental
properties and objects.

These were then stored in memory for

later use in the problem solving process (1 9 , p. 260).
We have also seen how we can re gard the farmer's memory
as a vast store of recorded data which we can now re gard as
defining the farmer's 'past experience.'

It is unfortunate
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however, that this store of data leaves much to be desired
in terms of quantifying structurally defined models.
Let us re gard the model to be quantified as a mathematical programming type of model .

It can now be seen that

t he data which is required is that necessary to quantify:
the criterion or objective function, e (x), t h e restraints,
gi(x), and the 'resource' availabilities, b 1 •
at first si gh t seem too difficult.

This does not

However, it should be

remembered that the form of the data remembered by t he farm er
initially will be observations about t he t hree sets of variables which we can re gard as defining t he farme r' s past experiences, namely:
( i)

(ii)
(iii)

The actions which t he farme r took
The events whi ch occurred
The states of the system which existed
at a particular time

The function
t he function ~ (

e
T\

(x) then has to be derived by computing
(x

Iz

and s) ) where z is the predicted

event and s is the existing state of t he system.

And, the

restraints have to be calculated as f unctions giving the
'resource' requi rements of each activity as a function of t he
variables defining t h e s olu tion vector, x.a

We see, therefore,

that t he estimational pro blems are in fact very comp!ex.
The difficul ties are aggravated by t h e fact that even

a

The reader is referred to Heady and Dillon (47) and
Johnston (48) f or further details of estimation procedures.
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if the farmer ' s past experi ence were memori zed perfectly
(and it certainly i s not) some data would still be require d
f rom outside t h e farmer ' s ' experience. '
Finally , we mi gh t mention t he error s which always te nd
to cree p into human mental calcula tions a nd the way in which
they can quickly invalidate any more s ophisticate d estimations the far mer may make.
To summari ze , we can say that the farmer's perceptual
apparatus give s h i m a considerable advantage over the computer but the speed and accuracy with whi ch he can manipulate
and utilize this stor ed data seems far inferior .

Also, f or

many situat ions , t h e farmer ' s ' past experience' may lack
all t he data required.
In parenthesis , we should note that he re is yet another
reason wh y linear programmi ng has become , and i s likely to
remain, a mor e popular procedure than its mo r e sophi sti cated
non- l i near counterparts s ince i t requires a minimum of data .
Also , the abo ve estimational di fficulties are probaoly an
i mportant reason why farme r s seldom seem to compute anything
more complicated than a linear funct i onal relationsh ip.
The Potential f or Computerized Data Processing
It will be obvious f rom the remarks of the last sec t i on
that much scope would seem to exist fo r utilizing t h e farme r' s
perce ptual apparatus to recor d data about the system, and then
utilize the superior ability of t h e computer to manipulate the
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data for quantifying the elements of problem situations ·
which arise.

Indeed, much work i s at present being done in

the United States and other countries to do just this.

The

interested reader is referred to Beer (49), Eisgruber (50),
Flaunt (51) and the 3rd I.B.M. Symposium (52) for further
in.f ormation on the so-called data processing systems which
are being developed.
It is worth noting, as we saw earlier, that any system
designed for the recording and manipulation of stored data
will have to make use of the hierarchical structure of
identifying attributes f or the process of storage and retrieval of the data, and the selection of the appropriate
identifying attri bute s for these purposes will be one of ··
the most crucial factors deciding the success of the system .
It may be noted that the selection will depend upon a
compromise between (i) the efficiency of manipulation,
(ii) simplicity of coding the data for input to the

comput~

er, and (iii) similarity with the most common classification
used by farmers.
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THE HIERARCHY OF INTERPRETATIONS AND MODEL DECOMPOSITION
We have already noted t he hierarchy of interpretations
of t he real world which t he farmer uses and we have noted
that two of the advantages to be gained from t his hierarchy
of interpretations are (i) greater efficiency of storage
and re trieval of data and (ii) the ability to decompose the
overall model into related submodels which may be solved
separately .

We now wi sh to descri be furt her the way it will

allow the decomposition of t he overall model.
The Decomposition of t he Overall Model
It will be intuitively obvious to all who are familiar
with t he mental processes of farmers that they consider the
problem situation facin g t h em as separate submodels as much
as possible.

This is also reflected in t he multitude of such

' subpro blem' situations t hat have attracted t he attention of
operations research workers and agricultural economists .
Thus, production functions have been calculated for all classes of livestock, and inventory problems concerning such things
as optimal machinery stocks and feed reserves .

Fairly

comprehensive lists of references to these applications have
been given by Kopetz (53) and Hutton (43).
Th e question might be asked of what the relationsh ip is
between these submodels which allows t hem to be treated
separately .

The answer would be that t hey are to a large
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extent independent subproblems; t hat is, the s olution to one
model is largely unaff ected by t h e solution of any of t h e
oth ers .

Or, in oth er words, t here i s little int eraction

between these submodels a nd other submodels .

It seems hard

to conceive of a situation where absolu tely no interaction
occurs , but in some s ituation s thi s does seem to be a reasonable acceptable simplifying a ssumpt ion .
Th e question t hen arise s of how we can conceptualize the
ori gins of t h ese interactions.

This is an extremely complex

que s tio n but if we cons ider t he mathematical pro gramming
model it seems t h at we can distinBuish two forms of interaction, namely, interactions due to the objective or cri t erion
function and interactions due to the restraints.

Both forms

of interact ion can, theoretically at least, be dealt with in
t he generalized pro gramming model, but only t h e

simp~er

inter-

actions such as we find in models with linear restraints and
a quadratic objective function are dealt with in most practical. situa tions.

Nore common in pra ctice, bot h technically

among O.R. workers, and mentally among farmers, is t h e linear
pro gr amming model a which assumes no interactions via t he
objective function and only linear interaction s in t he
re s traints .
It is unfortuna te t hat more work has not been done upon
awe are , of course, ref erri ng to the general heuristic
linear procedures of farmers.
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elucidating t he principles of decomposing programming models
into related submodels as there seems little doubt that much
potential for the use of such principles does exist.

The

reason for this is t hat at present t h e advisory or extension
worker is faced by a bewildering array of submodels of
isolated problem situations but at present there seems to be
little t heory to show him the relationship between these
models or h ow, for example, they migh t be grouped together
to f orm an overall advisory model which would relate them
one with another.
Some work upon decomposition principles in linear programming has been done by Dantzig and Wolfe (54), Beale

(55), and others.

We will only consider the decomposition

principles elucidated by Dantzig and Wolfe , here, however,
because their work cle arly shows the utilization of the
hierarchy of interpretations in the decomposition and seems
to have the greater practical value.
The General Form of the Dantzig-Wolfe Decomposition Principle
In Fi gure 12 we see some configurations of t he inputoutput coefficient matrix which can occur in linear programming models.

Such configurations can be utilized to decompose

t he overall model into submodels and Dantzi g and Wolfe h ave
provided an algorithm which allows t hese submodels to be
used in an iterative procedure to attain an optimal solution

•
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A1

=

B1

=

B2
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A Blo ck Angular System

.....
=

A1

=

A2
A3

=

A Nulti - Stage Sy stem
Figure 12 .

Some examples of t he co efficient matri x confi gurat ions f ound in linear progr amming models wh ich
allow decompos ition of t he overall model
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to the overall problem .

It is a procedure which has many

similarities to the iterative proces ses we migh t expect a
farmer to use as he continually revi ses submodels of h i s
overall hierarchical mental mo del.

Bri efly , the ge neral

procedure may be outlined as follows (40, p. 455; 41, p. 166 ).
Let us take t h e block- angular configuration of Fi gure 12

-

which, it will be noticed, can be re garded as a system of
subproblems which are independent except fo r t he s et of
restraint rows, LA j Xj

= b,

which interact and effectively

'tie' t he subproblems together .
The problem may be written as that of finding t he

1,2, ••••• n, such t hat

vectors, xj, f or j

r

Aj xj = b

Bj Xj

= bj

with [ c jxj

a minimum

where Aj i s m x nj, Bj i s mj x nj, cj is 1 x nj,
b l s m x 1, bj is mj x

and

Xj is

x nj .

However, fo r solving this probl em we consider a ' mas ter
program' normally referred t o as t he extremal program, and
several sub-programs.
Let us define
pjk

= Aj

Xjk

for t he extreme point k of t he s et of · ext reme -point
solutions Xjk of the convex set of solutions Sj f or t he jth
subprogram
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Bj xj
xj

= bj
=0

Also , let us define
cjk

= cj

xjk

The 'extremal ' program then i s to find the values
sjk

~

0 whi ch satisfy for all j and all k

2: L.
j

pjk sjk

k

~ sjk
k

(12 . 1)

=1

L. L
j
k

with

=b

(12 . 2)

cjk sjk

a minimum .

This is so because we assume that the set Sj is bounded
for all j.

Also, becau s e it is a convex polyhedral se t, any

point within Sj can be written as a convex combination of
the extreme points Xjk of sj .

Thus , any convex combination

of the Pjk which also satisfy the f irst m constraints given
by

L

Aj xj

for wh ich

=b
~c j Xj is a minimum

will also give an optimal solu tion to t he extremal pro gram .
Assuming we have an initia l basi s for t he external
program which consists of columns of the form
(P jk, O, • • •• ,1 , •••• ,0) along with it s corresponding pricing
vector .

We will write t hi s pricing vector as (w, w) where

t hem vector w is a ssocia ted with them constra i nts of 12 . 1
and the n vector

wis

associated with the n constraints of
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12.2.

Since we have a set of basis vectors for t he master

program this means (w, w) are such that we have
w pjk + wj

= cjk

To determine if this i s an optimal basis for the original
problem, we must solve for each j t he related subproblems of
minimizing
( c j - wAj) xj
su bject to Bj Xj
xj

= bj
o

~

I f we now let Xj be such a solution for each j and let
Xjo be the one for which

tJ = (cjo
If

- wAj 0

)

Xjo - Wjo

= M3n.

[(cj - wAj) Xj - wj]

6 = 0 the algorithm terminates and the set of given sjk

solves t h e extremal problem and the vector
=

sj

~

j

xjk sjk

= 1,2, ••••• ,n

solves the original problem.
If, however ,

6. <

O we form t he new column

(Pjk'0, • •• ••• ,1, ••• ,0) where Pjk

= Ajo

Xjo

and its associ ated objective function coefficient given by
c jo

= c jo

xjo

and introduce this column into t h e basis of t h e extremal
progr am just as in t he usual linear programming procedures .
We will not consider t he decomposition of other
configurations of linear programming models but will simply
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refer t h e reader to the references
noting,

~owever,

that in the model we

several subproblems
restraints .

w:~ich

c1 tee: .

alread~/

It is i;;orti:J.

co ns i dered we had

~ave

were 'tied ' together by co::rurton

A similar block angular

results

syste~

we

w~ere

have several subproblems which are 'tied' together by a few
common activities .

It ·will oe noticed, however,

tLis

t~at

latter model can be solved oy using the above aleoriti1Ill upon
t~e

alternative dual forr:iulation of the problem .
Some Interpretations and Potential Inplications
of the Decomposition Principle
It is interestinG to notice how we can re gard the above

decomposition procedure as malcing use of the

hie1~arc hy

o:

interpretations of a situation to break up tte model into
several submodels which are effectively relate d by a
level' extremal
quently called .

prograi.~

' -;- -;:~ er
o--

or 'reaster program ' as it i s fre -

It seens legi timate to refer to this as a

'i':it;ber level ' model since t he reader ·will notice t:iat the

m. restraints i n each of the n submodels are replaced by a
J

single restraint in the r.iaster progran .
noticed that t h e dual prices composing
relate to

t~e

Also , it will be
t ~e

pricing vector

~

dual value of each of the n subproblems, not

as in the nornal simplex procedure , to each restraint iudi vidually .
Th e reader will also notice that

t~e

procedure is not

restricted to only tHo 'levels ' but theoretically mi0nt be
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extended to deal with a lar ge number of different levels .
The writer feels t hat we have in such decomposition
procedures a theoretical ma t hema tical technique wh ich is
closely allied to t h e procedures actually used by far mers.
This is no t to say that t h e f armers are consci ously aware
of t h e overall nature of t he processe$ t hey u s e , but it must
be admitted that t h ere is a great similarity between t h e
iterative-type procedures which we h ave notice d tha t f arme r s
typic ally use and the way we ca n consider solving a linear
progr amming model by decor:1 posing it in t h i s way ; t hen ,
continually revi s ing t h e solution by focu s ing f ir s t on one
su bmodel and t h en on another.

Also, it is t h e writer ' s

opinion that t h e potential value of t nese decomposition
principles in farm management a dvi s ory work do not seem to
h ave been g enerally appreciated.

Surel y i t is in such

principles t h at we mu s t seek the nece s s a r y t heory required
to fully utiliz e t h e ' bewildering array ' of submodels , wh ich ,
we mentioned earlier, h ave been f ormul a ted but, as y et ,
lar gely unused .

Surely, also , we have here a proce dure which

mi ght allow us to clas sify pro blem s ituati on s and t h e corre sponding models of them s o t hat t he a dviser or ext ension
worker mi gh t utilize t hem to build bi gger, more compreh ens ive
models for particular situations from t h ese smaller ' building
blocks. '

Also , it seems likely t hat t h e po s sibl e similarity

of t h e s e submodels with t he hie r archy of su bmodels perceived
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mentally by t he farmer mi ght render t h ese procedures more
a ccep table to t h e farme r and more easily incorporate d int o
h is decision- making procedure s .
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I MPLICATIONS AND RESULTS
FOR THE EXTENS IO N WORKER AND NANAGEMENT SPECIALI ST
The objective for this chapter wi ll be to conce ntr a te
upon s ome of the mo re intere s ting and important concepts
which have arisen in t h e course of discussion and to
emphasize t he implications of t hese concepts i n a gricultural
extension .
Implications of the Conceptualiz a tion
of t h e Farmer ' s .Mental Equipment
We h ave seen h ow a useful conceptualization of t h e
management process as c a rried out by farme rs is provided
by t h e concept of a ref lective goal-chang ing organization
with a vast memory store and an extremel y well- developed
perceptual apparatus .

The greatest inadequacie s of the farm -

er seem t o lie in hi s inab i l ity to carry out logic al and combina torial manipulations of t h e elements in h i s memory .
We h av e , also, s een that the farmer's limitations ' in
performing these logical and combina torial mani pulations has
many far - reaching i mplica tions.

Thus , for example , t he

processes of e conomic development and t h e invention of the
electronic computer, with i ts amaz ing computationa l abilities ,
are likely to motivate the exi stence in the futu re of computerized servi ces for farmers to ass i s t in t he s e processes .
The computa tional limita tions of t he far mer ' s mental
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capacity can be seen to lead to more detailed and more
interesting implications, however .

Thus, we can see how

they lead to a complex hierarchy of interpretations a bout
elements of a problem situation and also result in farmer
behavior which is somewhat less than completely rational.
It follows from these two observations that we can re gard
the problem situation facing t h e farmer as two related subproblems - the consumption su bproblem and the production
subproblem , and in order to conceptualize the problem
situation facing h im, t he farmer formulates a complex hierarchical structure of deterministic submodels .

And , in order

to build and solve these deterministic submodels, t he farmer
often has to make the dangerous and undesirable simplifying
assumption of certainty.
Alternative Formulations of t he Criterion
by Farmers and Economists
It is seldom desirable t hat t h e advisory worker sh ould
concern himself with the solution of t h e consumption subproblem since this is normally re garded as t h e private domain
of t h e farmer.

However, t h e optimal solution t o the produc-

tion problem is highly dependent upon the solution to the
consumption problem and for this reason we need to distinguish
two ways of conceptualizing the criterion for t h e production
subproblem .
(i) Th e farmer ' s conceptualization as a set of fixed

for production; these corresponding to
t he farmer ' s existing solution to h is interpretation (or mental ' model') of the
consumption and production pro bl ems he faces .
~oals

(ii) Th e economi sts or exten s ion worker's conceptu ali zation as a fun c tional criterion
reflecting t he v a lue to the far mer of each
possible solution to t he problem .
If the economist or extens ion worker, etc ., is to be
able to bui ld and solve a model of t he farmer ' s production
problem independently of the consumption problem , he must
a gree upon an appropriate functional criterion with t h e
farmer .
If an appropriate functional criterion can be developed
then a mathematical pro gramming problem results which
(given t h e assumptions of continuity and decr easing returns)
can be solved by iterative computational algorithms .
Alternative Formulations of the Problem Solving Process
It is interesting to notice h ow we can re gard many of
t h e algorithms as following t he char a cteristic problem
solving processes of (i) problem reco gnition, (ii) problem
definition, (iii) problem solution, but in order to conceptualize t h e s e processes more precisely, it is suggested that
they should be thought of as corre sponding to t h e processes
of (i) reco gni z ing t h e inadequacy of an exi sting model and
its s olution, (ii) revising t he model to account for the
inadequacy, and (iii) compu ting t he solution i mpl ied by the
revi s ed model.

And , it seems this applies to both mental

and 'computer' mode l s .
The Difficulties of Pro blem Definition
for t h e Management Specialist

An often reco gnized difficulty which is encountered in
advisory work is t h at of an ill-defined problem.

We can see ,

h owever, t h at t h is may be conceptualized a s t h e lack of
(i) structural , or, 'qualitative' specifica tion of t h e
implied model and (ii) numerical or 'quantitative' specification of t h e i mplied model .

Also, there seems t o be a complete

r ange of 'ill-definedness ' of pro blems from t h e problem which
is defined neith er qualitatively nor quantitatively , to t he
problem which is defined only qualitatively and to the problem
which i s defined both qualitatively and quantitatively.
It would seem to be t h e advisory worker ' s utopia that he
should be provided with qualitatively defined problems by
t he farmer and t h en be relied upon to quantify t h e model and
return t h e quantitative solution to him.

However , t his will

seldom , if ever, be possible since t h e processes of pro blem ,
recognition, definition and solution are, theoretically at
least, iter ative and cy clical processes.

Th e best that t h e

advisory worker can h ope for, t herefore, seems to be a
relatively well defined criterion function and some idea of
t h e de gree of detail wh ich be should employ in building and
solving h i s model of the problem situation .
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It is important to note in this content t h at t he process
of defining a problem seems to precede t hat of reco gnizing it
as one .

Thus , i n our linear programming example of Chapter

11 , we saw how quantitatively def ined data concerning other
v aria bles and re straint s was necessary to be able to recognize an inadequacy in our ' model ' of basi s vectors .
We c an see , similar ly , tha t it i s only by examining b i s
'past experience' and other data t hat the farme r can reco gni ze
a problem .

This examination requires much effort , however ,

and it is probably for this reason that problems often go
unnoticed .
We c an see , also, t hat until t h e perceptual apparatus
and memo r y capacity of computer s can be i mproved i t is unlike ly t hat they will be of much use in reco gnizing and defining
problems .

Bu t potentially , t hey seem quite capa ble of carry-

ing out t hese processe s .

That i s , it seems t ha t t he soluti on

of il l - defi ned pro blems is likely to remain fo r many y e a rs a
pro ce ss requiri ng human i nvolve ment.
The Potent i al for Exploitation
of the Hi erarchy of Interpretations
Th e potential uses of t he hierarchical structure of
related subsets of elements commonly used oy farmers (and
human men tal processes i n ge neral) to interpret t he ir environment seem to hold out much potential fo r exploitation in
c ompute ri zed problem solving pro cesses .

Two such adv antages
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provided by t his s tructure come from (i) improveme nts in
efficiency of storage and re t rieval of data and (11) potentialities to de compose t he overall model of the pro blem
situation into related submodels a t all levels of detail.
This latter advantage also s eems to i mply a potentiality
for aggre gating and making better use of t h e present bewildering array of submodels wh ich have been formulated by many
research and extension workers.

13 1
SUMMARY

In the earlier chapters we examined t h e forces underlying economic development and noted that to ge ther with t h e
advent of t he computer t hes e are likely to motivate t he
existence of computerized information processing services
for farmers.

This is dee me d sufficient reason for formula-

ting a revised concept of the f ar mer's management processes
as an information proce ssing organization .

We note d many

i mplica tions of t h e limited c apacity of the farmer to
perceive and process information and the i mplications which
resulted from the greater speed and accuracy of computers
in processing informa tion .
We then examined some of t h e mental procedures utilized
to solve problems and the dif f erence s which seemed to exist
depending upon t h e de gree of definition surrounding the
problem.

Also, we noticed the way in wh ich computers could

similarly be used to solve problems , particularly well- de fined ones.
In Ch apter 5 we cons idered several formulation s of the
elements characterizing problem situations and de veloped
nomenclature for use later.

Th en in Chapter 6 we briefly

consi de red some of the e ffect s of i mperfect knowled ge concerning the elements of a real world problem s ituation and
some methods wh ich are used for dealing with it.

We par-

ticularly noted the simplifications and dan gers a rising out
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of the use of the assumption of certa i nty but, noted also ,
that it s eems to be a common assumpti on used by farmers .
For this re ason little cons idera tion was g iven to more
sophisticated procedures desi gned to talce account of ri sk
and uncertainty .
We saw the g enera l form of the h ierarchi cal mental
model which seems to be used by farmers in Chapter 7 .

Also ,

we co nsidered s ome reason s why it should exist in this form
a nd some of the advantages which were to be ga i n ed from it .
We then saw h ow , as a con sequence of the hierarchy of t his
structure, we could conside r the consumption and production
subproblems separately and h ow t h e existing solutions to
t he farmer ' s mental model give rise to the goals for pro duction.
In Chapter 9 we cons i de red the mathematical progr amming
model as the model which desc ribe d our pro blem s ituation
under the assump tion of certa inty.

We also considered how ,

given t h e assumptions of continuity, concavity and feas ibil ity , algorithms were available wh ich enabled its s oluti on .
We saw how the t h eory about t he saddle point allowed us
to cons ider t h e s olution t o a pro blem as consisting of two
parts , t he action or 'alloc ation deci s io n ' and the i mpu ted
dual prices .

Then, in Chap ter 10 , we saw how both pa rts

were necessary to enable problem s t o be reco gnized .
It was considered worthwhile to discuss in Chapter 11
t he way in which t h e ma j ority of ma t h ematical progr ammin g
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algorithms could be re garded as carrying out, in an iterative
cyclical procedure, the processes of problem recognition,
definition and solution.

We saw h ow all t hree processes

seemed most frequently to be inextricably intert wined since
most problems reco gnized are ill- defined to some extent.

We

noted how it seemed that the processes of recognizing and
defining problems could only be carried out in relation to
an existing model and its solution .
In Chapter 12 we saw how the concepts we h ad derived
allowed us to conceptualize an ill-defined problem as one
which did not completely define the model it i mplied .
Next, having seen in Chapter 11 how the math ematical
pro gramming alg orithms could only assist in structural
definition of models, we refer in Chapter 13 to the processes
involved in t h e quantitative definition of models, noting ,
particularly, also, t h e potential for u s ing t h e computer to
derive the quantitative data from historical data recorded
via t h e farmer's excellent perceptual apparatus.
Finally, as a directive for further study , we briefly
reviewed in Ch apter 14 some work which has been done upon
t h e principles of decomposition.

We pointed out some reasons

why this appears to be a fertile area for future study.
Ch apter 15 was g iven to isolating some of t h e more
interesting concepts wh ich arose in the study and to indicating their implications for t h e management specialist.
It is hoped that the concepts developed and discussed
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may be of use in assisting a griculture to adjust to t h e
forces of chang e which re su lt f rom economic development .
In par ticular , it is hoped that t he di scussion will facili tate
a speedy incorporation of t h e innovations of oper ations
re search into the every day managerial proc esses of farmers .
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